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Abstract of the Dissertation 

Conservation and Evolutionary Divergence in the Activity of  

Receptor-regulated Smads 

By 

Gina M. Sorrentino 

Doctor of Philosophy in Anatomical Sciences 

Stony Brook University 

2012 

 

Activity of the TGF! pathway is essential to the establishment of body axes and tissue 

differentiation in bilaterians. Orthologs for core pathway members have been found in all 

metazoans. Uncertain homology of the body axes and tissues patterned by this pathway raises 

questions about the activities of these molecules across the metazoan tree. We focus on the 

principal canonical transduction proteins (R-Smads) of the TGF! pathway, which instruct both 

axial patterning and tissue differentiation in the developing embryo. We compare the activity of 

R-Smads from a cnidarian (Nematostella vectensis), an arthropod (Drosophila melanogaster), 

and a vertebrate (Xenopus laevis) in Xenopus embryonic assays. 
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NvSmad1/5 ventralized Xenopus embryos when expressed in dorsal blastomeres, similar 

to the effects of  XSmad1. However, NvSmad1/5 was less potent than XSmad1 in its ability to 

activate downstream target genes in Xenopus animal cap assays. NvSmad2/3 strongly induced 

general mesendoderm markers, but weakly induced genes involved in specifying the Spemann 

organizer. Furthermore, NvSmad2/3 was unable to induce a secondary axis in Xenopus embryos, 

whereas the orthologs from Xenopus (XSmad2 and XSmad2) and Drosophila (dSmad2) were 

capable of doing so. Replacement of the NvSmad2/3 MH2 domain with the Xenopus counterpart 

led to a slight increase in inductive capability, but it could not generate a secondary body axis.  

We conclude that the activities of Smad1/5 orthologs have been largely conserved across 

Metazoa, but the activity of Smad2/3 orthologs has undergone more evolutionary divergence. 

Given the high level of sequence identity among R-Smad orthologs, we compared the protein 

sequences of Smad2/3 orthologs from 30 different metazoan taxa to locate regions of variation 

among taxa. Functional regions showed striking conservation, with most of the amino acid 

variation located in regions that are not well-described in the literature at present. We 

recommend further chimeric and mutagenic experimentation with Smad2/3 and present 

candidate sites. Our data demonstrate that large-scale morphological variation can be caused by 

fine-scale molecular divergence. 

!
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

SIGNALING ABILITY IN CNIDARIAN AND BILATERIAN R-SMADS 

AND THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF CONSERVED PROTEIN DOMAINS 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 
Animal life exhibits a great diversity of body plans and axes of symmetry. Bilateria is the 

clade within Metazoa that encompasses all protostomes and deuterostomes, whose most notable 

hallmarks include bilateral symmetry and the possession of three germ layers (endoderm, 

mesoderm, and ectoderm). In most developing bilaterian animals, the anteroposterior (AP) and 

dorsoventral (DV) body axes are established early in development and the embryos use 

molecular positional information to “pattern” the rest of the body accordingly. Bilaterians 

ranging from fruit flies to mice utilize many of the same genetic mechanisms to organize their 

tissues and create axes of body symmetry during embryogenesis.  

In developing animal embryos, the Transforming Growth Factor-ß (TGFß) superfamily 

regulates cell fate decisions, body pattern formation, growth, and organogenesis. In this signaling 

pathway, extracellular TGFß signals (ligands) reach receptors on the cell surface, which activate 

intracellular molecules (transducers) [1]. These transduction molecules, Smads, enter the nucleus 

and initiate the transcription of target genes dictated by the ligand [2]. Distinct Smad proteins 

operate in the two major branches of the TGFß superpathway: the BMP and Activin/Nodal 
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pathways. The unique protein sequences of the Smads determine the specificity of each Smad for 

upstream receptors and downstream cofactors and target genes [3].  

Orthologs of the core members of the TGF! pathway have recently been identified 

outside of Bilateria, in animals that lack the degree of complexity seen in bilaterian symmetry 

and tissue types [4]. These animals possess TGF! genes even though none have a true 

dorsoventral axis or mesoderm, and the sponge lacks definitive germ layers altogether. TGF! 

superfamily ligands and their signal transduction components are not found in the 

choanoflagellate Monosiga brevicollis (the eukaryotic outgroup to Metazoa), which indicates 

that this growth factor system is restricted to Metazoa [4-6].  

Discovery of key conserved developmental gene pathways has led to the paradigm of a 

shared “genetic toolkit”: gene networks that generate the variety of animal body forms by 

differential deployment. Work has been done to reveal the evolutionary history of many gene 

networks by mapping their presence or absence onto phylogenetic trees. It has been tempting to 

reconstruct the presence of morphological features along with the presence of a gene network in 

animal ancestors at key nodes, such as the ancestors of Bilateria and Eumetazoa [7]. However, 

other authors reject these reconstructions on the grounds that conservation of genes involved in 

core genetic regulatory networks does not necessitate the presence of the particular morphologies 

known to be regulated by these networks [8]. These disagreements highlight the need for 

functional testing when studying the meaning of these orthologous gene networks.  

We approached the question of functional conservation by testing the ability of non-

bilaterian gene products to function in a developing vertebrate in vivo. We focus on the Smad 

proteins, which function both as intracellular transducers of TGF! family receptors and as 

transcription factors. Failure of Smad signaling and correct downstream gene regulation causes 

fundamental disruption of body axes and cell fate determination. Three subtypes of Smads are 

involved in TGF! signaling [1-3]. The receptor-regulated Smads (R-Smads) are phosphorylated 

when an extra cellular ligand binds to the membrane-bound receptor. The phosphorylated R-

Smad then binds to a common Co-Smad in a trimeric complex that facilitates additional 

interactions with transcription factors on promoter elements of target genes. Smad signaling is 

regulated at the receptors and at R-Smad/Co-Smad complexes by inhibitory Smads (I-Smads) 
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[2]. With a few exceptions, most non-vertebrate taxa have four Smad genes, an R-Smad in the 

Activin/Nodal pathway (AR-Smad), an R-Smad in the BMP pathway (BR-Smad), a Co-Smad, 

and an I-Smad. Vertebrates typically have multiple copies of each due to gene duplication events 

[6], which raises major questions about whether duplicated Smads have retained ancestral 

activities and/or evolved divergent functions. 

Smads are considered to be highly conserved in their biochemical and biological 

functions. They are defined by the presence of two characteristic “MAD homology” (or MH) 

domains that determine functionality. Generally speaking, the N-terminal MH1 domain binds 

directly to DNA and contains a nuclear localization signal, and the C-terminal MH2 domain 

contains binding sites for the numerous potential protein co-factors that make up the 

transcriptional complexes (Fig. 1) [2, 3]. There are two C-terminal serines that are 

phosphorylated in response to receptor activation [2] (Fig. 1). The two conserved domains are 

separated by a linker region that can be highly variable among species and even Smad subtypes, 

but serves important regulatory functions by providing sites for non-TGF! receptor-driven 

phosphorylation and targeting by E3 ubiquitin ligases [3]. 

Vertebrates have three BR-Smads that transduce BMP signals: Smad1, Smad5, and 

Smad8. In Xenopus, XSmad1 is the major embryonic intra cellular transducer of BMP signals, 

and its ectopic expression in dorsal regions mimics the effects of BMP overexpression: loss of 

dorsal cell identity resulting in tadpoles that are almost entirely composed of ventral tissues, 

lacking heads and neural tissues [9]. Functional conservation of BR-Smad orthologs across taxa 

has been shown by the ectopic expression of dMad, the XSmad1 ortholog from Drosophila. 

When injected dorsally into Xenopus embryos, dMad causes the same catastrophic loss of head 

and neural tissues as the native XSmad1 [9]. 

Xenopus laevis, like most vertebrates, has two AR-Smads in the Activin/Nodal pathway: 

Smad2 and Smad3. Overexpression of XSmad2 induces dorsal mesoderm in pluripotent Xenopus 

animal caps [10] and a second primary body axis in whole Xenopus embryos [11]. A dominant 

negative form of XSmad2 inhibits anterior mesoderm development and decreases induction of 

organizer genes such as chordin, goosecoid, and cerberus [12]. Less is known about the specific 

function of XSmad3, but growing evidence suggests functional specialization of Smad2 and 
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Smad3 [13]. In Xenopus, XSmad2 is present throughout gastrulation and neurulation and is 

significantly more abundant than XSmad3, which is present as maternal RNA, disappears around 

stage 10.5, and reappears at the tailbud stage [14]. The potential for these genes to have discrete 

functions is even more pronounced in the mouse. Smad2 knockout mice fail to gastrulate and 

exhibit early embryonic death, whereas Smad3 knockouts are born alive but die within 1-10 

months due to cancer and immune deficiencies [15]. Zebrafish have three copies of the AR-

Smad: Smad2, Smad3a, and Smad3b [16]. Reports on their function and importance are 

conflicting, but they appear to be distinct as well [16-18]. However, whether this distinction is 

based on regulatory sequence or primary protein sequence is unclear. 

In contrast to vertebrates, most non-vertebrate animals have just two R-Smads. With 

respect to the Activin-like pathway in Drosophila, an AR-Smad called dSmad2 has been 

described but its activity and significance is quite different than Smad2/3 in vertebrates [19, 20]. 

dSmad2 over-expression in Xenopus animal caps has been shown to cause Activin-like induction 

of the prospective ectoderm into mesoderm [19]. dSmad2 is activated by the Activin-type 

receptor Baboon, and loss of Baboon function (and thus dSmad2 function) causes minor 

problems with cell proliferation and growth, but did not affect body patterning [20]. Unlike 

dMad, the functional conservation of dSmad2 has never been tested in Xenopus.  

In the present study, we used qualitative and quantitative methods to examine whether the 

function of the R-Smads is conserved to a degree such that an R-Smad from a cnidarian could 

participate in the TGF! network during early vertebrate embryogenesis. We have chosen two 

exemplar taxa: the model vertebrate Xenopus laevis (the African clawed frog, a model organism 

for functional studies), and the model cnidarian Nematostella vectensis (the starlet sea anemone). 

The Nematostella BR-Smad ortholog, NvSmad1/5, has been identified [5]. A Nematostella AR-

Smad ortholog was found previously and the amino acid sequence used for phylogenetic analysis 

of the NvSmad family, but it has not been used experimentally [5]. 

Experiments presented here tested the abilities of Nematostella and Drosophila R-Smad 

orthologs to induce expression of downstream pathway genes and pattern tissues in the Xenopus 

embryo. We also probed the activities of individual Smad domains using chimeric constructs 

from Xenopus Smad2 and Nematostella Smad2/3. We found that cnidarian R-Smad proteins 
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activate BMP and Activin/Nodal responses, but not at the efficiency of the native Xenopus 

proteins. However, we found qualitative differences in the ability of NvSmad2/3 to function in 

the developing vertebrate. Notably, we found that vertebrate Smad2 and Smad3 have different 

signaling abilities, and only the bilaterian orthologs of Smad2/3 were capable of inducing ectopic 

axial structures in Xenopus embryos. Our findings show a deep conservation of fundamental 

Smad activities across 650 million years of animal evolution, but divergence in the smaller scale 

fine-tuning of gene activation, as well the different evolutionary histories of the two branches of 

the TGF! pathway.  

 

 

ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATION 

 

 
Notational Convention 

 We follow standard notation for designation of genes in italics (e.g. XSmad2) and 

proteins in regular type (e.g. XSmad2). Our experiments involved injecting mRNA, which was 

translated by the embryo into protein, which was in turn responsible for induction of still more 

downstream genes. Thus some fluidity is required in our discussions of genes, their transcripts 

(mRNA), their products (proteins), and the targets of those products (other genes). Herein, we 

use italics to denote a gene or gene transcript (mRNA), and regular type when discussing the 

activity of the gene product (the protein). 

 

Naming Conventions of Different Model Systems 

 Conventions for naming genes differ in the common model organisms (e.g. Xenopus 

researchers often add an ‘X’ in front of the gene name when they discover the Xenopus ortholog 

of a known gene, as in Xbra). In some instances, the same gene may be published under slightly 

different names in different publications (e.g. the Drosophila Smad1/5/8 ortholog is sometimes 

called MAD, but can also be seen as dMad). Our work included several model organisms, and 

our main goal was clarity of reporting rather than adhering to one particular convention. Where 
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ever possible, we used the gene and protein names published in the literature that we cite in this 

work (e.g. dSmad2, NvSmad1/5), but in some instances we improvised names or abbreviations 

that were indicative of species (e.g. HS2 for human Smad2).    

 

Relevant Terminology 

Molecular Biology - Clone, a synthetic nucleotide copy of a gene of interest, usually 

stored in a circular plasmid (also called a vector); Subclone, transferring a clone from one 

plasmid to another; mRNA, messenger RNA transcript that will be translated into protein via the 

cell’s translational machinery; cDNA, DNA synthetically made from “total RNA” (all expressed 

transcripts), cDNA can be searched for the presence of a gene of interest; PCR, polymerase 

chain reaction, a technique that selectively isolates and amplifies a gene of interest, uses cycles 

of specific temperature conditions to generate repeated rounds of separation and copying of 

double-stranded DNA samples; RT-PCR, a technique that uses PCR to search for the presence 

of a gene of interest in a sample of cDNA; Primer, a short, synthetic string of nucleotides that is 

designed to target the gene of interest during PCR, they must be paired (forward and reverse); 

Chimera, a synthetic gene created experimentally from parts of other genes; kDa, kilodalton, the 

unit of atomic mass, mass (essentially, size) can be used to distinguish different proteins; 

Sequence (verb), the nucleotide sequence of a gene or artificial clone can be read and reported 

by sequencing machinery at facilities dedicated to this process; N-terminus, the beginning of the 

amino acid chain that creates a protein; C-terminus, the end of the amino acid chain that creates 

a protein.!

Bioinformatics - NCBI, National Center for Biotechnology Information, the home of 

GenBank and many other web-based genomic tools and databases; BLAST, basic local 

alignment search tool, commonly used on web-based genomic databases when searching for a 

match for a desired gene or protein sequence; Reciprocal BLAST search, taking a result, or hit, 

form a BLAST search and BLASTing it into a wider, multi-taxa database to ascertain sequences 

matches more broadly; Accession, the term for submitting published nucleotide and amino acid 

sequences to NCBI and other public databases, all accessioned sequences have unique 

designation numbers.  
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Relevant Genes and Gene Families 

TGF! pathway, a major pathway that induces and directs differentiation in many types of cells  

during animal development. Part of its function is to instruct cells to cease proliferation 

and begin specializing; certain types of cancer have been found to be caused by mutations 

in members of this pathway. This pathway is named after the ligand TGF! (transforming 

growth factor beta), the first member of the superfamily to be discovered.  

BMP, bone morphogenetic protein. A major extracellular molecule (ligand) of the TGF!  

pathway. In vertebrates, BMP will induce the formation of ventral and lateral body  

tissues. Its ortholog in Drosophila is Dpp, decapentaplegic.  

Activin/Nodal. Ligands involved in the other major branch of the TGF! pathway. The first wave  

of Activin/Nodal signaling during early vertebrate development demarcates areas that  

will give rise to dorsal structures and tissues of the central nervous system. A later wave  

of signaling patterns the developing endoderm and mesoderm. Cellular response to  

Activin/Nodal is very dependant on the concentration of ligand that a cell receives. 

Smad, a combination of the separately-named Drosophila ortholog MAD and the C. elegans  

ortholog Sma. Smads are the intracellular transducers of the TGF! pathway. 

MH1 or 2, “MAD homology” domains definitive of Smad proteins. 

Smurf, Smad ubiquitin related factor, represses TGF! signaling by targeting R-Smads for  

degradation. 

ODC, ornithine decarboxylase, a housekeeping gene that should be on in all cells at the  

same level, often used to normalize the expression level of target genes. 

MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase. A family of kinase proteins that can add a phosphate  

group to certain amino acid residues of other proteins (phosphorylation), modifying the  

target’s activity. 

FGF, fibroblast growth factor. Upstream activator of many kinases. 

GSK3, glycogen synthase kinase 3. Another kinase that can phosphorylate and modify the  

behavior of other proteins. 

E3 ubiquitin ligase, adds a ubiquitin molecule to a lysine on a target protein (ubiquitin was  
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named such because it is found everywhere). The more ubiquitin molecules a target  

receives, the more likely it is to be degraded. 

 

Xenopus TGF! Pathway Target Genes Used for Animal Cap Induction Assays, and Their 

Presence in Nematostella vectensis 

 

I. BMP – Smad1/5/8 Targets 

Xhox3, demarcates posterior ventral regions. This gene has not been reported in  

Nematostella, and its homeobox domain was too general to retrieve meaningful BLAST  

results in our searches. 

Msx1, muscle segment homeobox 1, mediates neural inhibition by BMP. Msx family  

members are present in Nematostella [21], but their developmental expression and 

function are untested. 

Vent1 and Vent2, genes downstream of BMP, important for inducing ventral structure  

development. The Vent genes have not been reported from Nematostella and their  

homeobox regions were too general to retrieve meaningful BLAST results. 

II. Activin/Nodal – Smad2/3 Targets 

ADMP, anti-dorsalizing morphogenetic protein, turned on in the organizing center by  

Activin/Nodal signals, regulates responses to Activin/Nodal. This gene has not been  

reported in Nematostella and sequence similarity to BMP2/4 and BMP3 [22] made  

BLAST searching inconclusive. 

 Chordin, an extracellular inhibitor of BMP. This gene is expressed in the outer  

ectodermal cells during Nematostella gastrulation [5], and is capable of mildly  

dorsalizing zebrafish embryos [23]. 

Eomesodermin, important to mesoderm formation. This gene has not been reported in  

Nematostella. Our BLAST searches yielded poor results with low match percentages that  

matched to Tbx4/5 genes upon reciprocal BLAST. 

 Follistatin, an extracellular inhibitor of BMP. In Nematostella, this gene is expressed in  

the endoderm after its involution during gastrulation [24].  
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Noggin, an extracellular inhibitor of BMP. In Nematostella, this gene is expressed  

strongly in the endoderm post gastrulation, and is capable of inducing a secondary axis in  

Xenopus embryo assays [24]. 

 Goosecoid, a direct target of Smad2/3 transcriptional targets, in Xenopus, it is expressed  

specifically in the organizing center in the dorsal lip of the blastopore. In Nematostella, it  

is not expressed during gastrulation, but has asymmetrical expression during early  

planula stages [24]. 

  Mix.2, expressed mainly in presumptive anterior endoderm cells. 

 Mixer, mix-like endodermal regulator, expressed mainly in presumptive anterior  

endoderm. The Mix genes have not been reported in Nematostella, and top hits in BLAST  

searches matched only a small fragment of the protein (around 18%). Upon reciprocal  

BLAST search, these top hits retrieved Otx genes from many organisms including  

Nematostella. Both the Otx and Mix families are involved in anterior patterning of the  

embryo [25, 26] The Otx family has been reported in Nematostella [27]. 

 Sox17!, SRY-box 17!, mediates endoderm formation. Sox family genes have been  

reported in the Nematostella genome [28]. 

 Xbra, Xenopus brachyury, expression is indicative of mesoderm formation. This gene is  

expressed around the blastopore of Nematostella (similar to Xenopus) and remains  

expressed throughout ontogeny an into adulthood [29]  

 

 

EMBRYOLOGICAL TERMINOLOGY 

 
Blastula, an embryo prior to the process of gastrulation. In Xenopus, this is an early stage in  

which the animal cap cells are still pluripotent and capable of responding to experimental  

manipulations. At this stage, the individual cells are referred to as blastomeres. 

Gastrulation, a process during which cells of the three germ layers will move into their  

appropriate geographical positions. The germ layers and the body axes are designated by  

molecular signals prior this stage, but during this stage, cells become committed to cell  
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fate decisions. An embryo in this stage is called a gastrula. 

Neurulation, the embryonic stages during which the presumptive neural folds become obvious.  

An embryo in this stage is calla neurula. 

Planula, a term that describes many types of free-swimming cnidarian larvae. 

Spemann organizer, the region of the dorsal lip of the blastopore of the amphibian gastrula that  

releases essential signals for body axis formation. In the context of the TGF! pathway,  

Activin/Nodal signals are active in the organizer, establishing regions that will be dorsal 

and neural, and competing ventralizing BMP signals are removed by BMP inhibitors.  

DV, dorsoventral axis of the body, created in part by the opposing functions of BMP and  

Activin/Nodal. 

 

 

LABORATORY USE OF XENOPUS LAEVIS 

 
The African clawed frog, Xenopus laevis, has been a popular model organism for studies 

in vertebrate embryogenesis for the better part of the last century. This amphibian presents 

several methodological advantages as a model species. Its eggs are relatively large (1-2mm) and 

easy to obtain, fertilize, manipulate, and culture in the laboratory. The developing Xenopus 

embryo has also be very useful to the study of messenger RNA (mRNA) translation and activity 

in a normal, living cell [30]. The embryos show very little species specificity in terms of what 

mRNA they will translate once injected into a cell, and they are capable of translating the mRNA 

for long periods [30].  

This procedure of ectopically injecting mRNA into Xenopus embryos has been 

instrumental to the discovery and testing of a multitude of embryonic patterning factors. Because 

the Xenopus embryo shows its dorsoventral polarity very early (at four-cell stage), it has been 

especially fundamental to our understanding of cell differentiation along the dorsoventral axis. 

These experiments usually involve injecting the factor of interest where it is not normally found 

and screening for evidence of its function. For example, injecting the ventralizing factor Smad1 

(then called XMad) into the two dorsal blastomeres of the four-cell embryo resulted in a tadpole 
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completely lacking dorsal tissue [9]. Likewise, injecting the dorsalizing factor Smad2 into the 

ventral blastomeres of a Xenopus embryo create a secondary dorsal signaling center that create a 

second body axis in the tadpole [31]. In both of these examples, the activity of the injected factor 

(Smad1 or Smad2) was evident by the change of cell fate where injected.  

Another experimental assay involving the “animal” region of the embryo has been 

especially important to the identification of factors that induce the development of mesoderm 

[32]. The upper “animal” hemisphere of the blastula will give rise to the majority of the 

organism (as opposed to the lower “vegetal” hemisphere that will give rise to some organismal 

tissues, but also contains the nutrient-rich yolk) [33]. Part of the animal region is a thin “cap” of 

cells over the blastocoel, called the animal cap, which gives rise to the skin and nervous system 

of the tadpole [33]. When surgically excised and cultured, the animal cap cells will become 

ciliated epidermis; however, the animal cap is capable of responding to mesoderm-inducing 

factors [32].  

 We introduced ectopic induction factors by injecting them into the Xenopus embryos at 

two-cell stage. 2ng of mRNA was injected into the animal poles of both blastomeres. The mRNA 

and translated gene product (protein) were passed on to daughter cells during subsequent cell 

divisions. Animal caps were harvested at stage 8, prior to gastrulation, when they would 

otherwise receive signals to bring about ectodermal fates. Excised animal caps were cultured in a 

simple saline solution until other members of their clutch were almost finished with gastrulation 

(stage 10.5-11). At that point, we lysed the cells and extracted the total RNA (as outlined in [34]; 

and many others). This procedure gave us a complete collection of the transcripts present in the 

cells, and thus the gene activity induced by the factors we injected as mRNA.  
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METHODS 

!

Xenopus, Nematostella, and Drosophila Clones 

The Xenopus laevis Smad1, Smad2, and Smad3 and NvSmad1/5 clones were already 

available in the Thomsen Lab (Stony Brook University). NvSmad2/3 was cloned directly out of 

cDNA prepared from total RNA of Nematostella vectensis planulae. The primers were designed 

from a predicted protein sequence [NCBI:XP_001631607], which was identified using a BLAST 

search with XSmad2 sequence (forward primer: 5’ ATGACTTCCCTGTTGCCT 3’, reverse 

primer: 5’ CTACGATACCGAGGAGAT 3’). The PCR amplification was carried out with high 

fidelity taq polymerase (Taq HiFi from Invitrogen). The PCR conditions were as follows: 94°C 

for 2 minutes (1 cycle); 94°C for 30 seconds, 56°C for 30 seconds, 68°C for 1.5 minutes (40 

cycles); and 68°C for 2 minutes. The Drosophila dSmad2 (or Smox) clone was a gift from the lab 

of Dr. Spyros Artavanis-Tsakonas (Harvard University) and the Drosophila Protein Interaction 

Map group. All clones were subcloned into the plasmid pCS2 containing three HA expression 

tags 5’ of the gene start site.  

!

Sequence Analysis 

Once subcloned, all clones were sequenced and checked against the correct protein 

sequence from NCBI. To create the alignments and pairwise comparisons used for Figures 1 and 

2, we aligned the amino acid sequences by hand in MacVector (version 7.7.1, MacVector Inc.), 

saved them as subdomain alignments, and opened them in ClustalW2 (European Bioinformatics 

Institute) to calculate pairwise percent identity scores. See Table 1 for accession numbers. 

 

Chimera Assembly 

Amino acid boundaries for MAD Homology domains in XSmad2 and NvSmad2/3 were 

given in their entries at NCBI (Table 1). The constructs were assembled as follows. MH1 

chimera: [XSmad2: 1-172] + [NvSmad2/3: 131-423]. Linker chimera: [NvSmad2/3: 1-130] + 

[XSmad2: 173-267] + [NvSmad2/3: 224-423]. MH2 chimera: [NvSmad2/3: 1-223] + [XSmad2: 

268-467]. In order to create the chimeric constructs, fragments were generated via PCR from 
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XSmad2 and NvSmad2/3 clones; see Table 2 for primer locations and sequences. The PCR 

amplification was carried out with Platinum Pfx DNA Polymerase from Invitrogen. The PCR 

conditions were as follows: 94°C for 4 minutes (1 cycle); 94°C for 30 seconds, 55°C for 30 

seconds, 68°C for 1 minute (35 cycles); and 68°C for 30 minutes. Primers were designed to 

amplify the desired region from one species and add approximately 10 nucleotides of the 

intended adjacent region of the other species, to generate fragments that would partially overlap 

within the chimeric product. Chimeric sequences were then generated by placing the appropriate 

fragments together in a PCR reaction and adding the primers corresponding to the ends of the 

desired chimeras. The fragments were ligated into pGEM-T vector and subcloned into an HA-

tagged pCS2 vector. Chimeras were verified by sequencing.  

 

mRNA synthesis 

Clones were linearized and mRNA for microinjection was made from each clone using 

the Amplicap SP6 High Yield Message Maker kit from Epicenter Biotechnologies. Each mRNA 

was purified using Qiagen RNeasy kit, tailed using the Poly(A) Polymerase Tailing Kit from 

Epicenter Biotechnologies, and purified again before use. 

 

Xenopus embryo injections  

Smad1/5 phenotypes were generated by injecting 2ng of mRNA in 10nL of nuclease-free 

water into the marginal zone of both dorsal blastomeres at 4-cell stage (for a total of 4ng). 

Smad2/3 phenotypes were generated by injecting .5ng in 5nL into the marginal zone of one 

ventral vegetal blastomere at 8-cell stage [11, 35]. Embryos were scored at neurula stage and 

allowed to grow until tadpole stage. Animal cap assays were performed by injecting 2ng in 10nL 

into the animal pole of each blastomere at 2-cell stage (for a total of 4ng). All injections were 

performed in at least three different frogs and used for analysis. All laboratory practices were 

compliant with NIH’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee Guidelines and approved by 

Stony Brook University’s Internal Review Board. 
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Translation assessment  

Western blotting was performed to check for expression of the HA vector tags and 

equalize protein translation levels. Equal loading was confirmed by Ponceau staining or anti-!–

Actin staining. Embryos were lysed with a pipet tip in PBS 1% Triton at stage 11, at the same 

time as the animal caps from the same experiment were ready for harvesting. Lysates were spun 

at 4°, and soluble protein was mixed 1:1 with loading buffer and loaded in a 5% acrylamide gel. 

Anti-HA primary antibody was from Santa Cruz (sc-805) used at 1:500; the loading control was 

Abcam anti-!–Actin (ab 8229), used at 1:750. The secondary antibody was Alexa Fluor 680 goat 

anti-rabbit IgG from life technologies (A-21109), used at 1:10,000.  

 

Xenopus animal cap assay 

mRNA was injected into the animal pole of both blastomeres at 2-cell stage, animal caps 

were harvested at stage 8 and cultured in 0.5x MMR until stage 11. Cells were lysed with a pipet 

tip in Proteinase K and incubated for two hours. Total RNA was extracted from the animal caps 

and whole embryo controls using phenol:chloroform extraction, followed by ethanol 

precipitation. cDNA was synthesized from 1µg of total RNA using the SuperScript II Reverse 

Transcriptase enzyme from Invitrogen. cDNA samples were analyzed on a Roche LightCycler 

480 System using SYBR Green Mastermix I from Roche. Animal cap cDNA was compared to 

cDNA from a whole embryo, representing the endogenous expression levels. For each primer 

pair in each experiment, serial dilutions of whole embryo cDNA were used to create the standard 

curve to which all samples were compared in order to calculate concentration of PCR product. 

Once concentrations were acquired and imported into Excel, raw values were normalized to the 

level of ornithine decarboxylase (ODC), a housekeeping gene. See Table 3 for LightCycler 

primer sequences, PCR conditions, and their references [36-44]. 
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RESULTS 

!

Nematostella Smads contain the highly conserved MAD-homology domains that define 

metazoan Smads 

Previous work in Nematostella identified one AR-Smad (NvSmad2/3) and one BR-Smad 

(NvSmad1/5) [5, 6]. Since the NvSmad2/3 ortholog is a predicted protein 

[NCBI:XP_001631657], we isolated a full length copy of this gene as described in the Methods. 

We performed pairwise alignments of the R-Smad orthologs from Xenopus and Nematostella 

(see Table 1 for accession numbers and Figure 1 for detailed alignment).  

We found that the amino acid sequences of the MAD homology domains were highly 

conserved between Xenopus and Nematostella (Fig. 2A). The N-terminal MH1 DNA-binding 

domain was more conserved in the Smad1/5 category (86%) than in the Smad2/3 category (78-

79%). The C-terminal MH2 protein interacting domain was the most conserved in each R-Smad 

category, and equally conserved between Smad1/5 and Smad2/3 (88-89%). The linker region 

was less conserved than the MAD homology domains, 20% in Smad1/5 and 33-34% in Smad2/3. 

Since the linker region is more variable yet contains important sites for post-translational 

regulation, we performed a second, more inclusive alignment of linker domains in order to 

investigate the status of several important sites. We included R-Smad orthologs from the human 

and Drosophila melanogaster in this analysis (see Table 1 for accession numbers). Figure 2B 

and C show alignments of the important residues of the linker regions. 

The human Smad1 linker contained four conserved PXSP sites for MAPK 

phosphorylation [45]. We found that these were present in human Smad5, 9a, and 9b; and 

potentially present in Xenopus Smad8a and 8b (Fig. 2C, yellow). The Drosophila dMad linker 

contained two potential conserved MAPK sites, and the NvSmad1/5 linker showed one potential 

site (Fig. 2B). With the exception of HS9b, bilaterian Smad1/5/8 orthologs shared the PPXY 

motif that binds Smurf1, an E3 ubiquitin ligase that, once bound, will bring about ubiquitin-

mediated degradation [46] (Fig. 2B, cyan). The linker of NvSmad1/5 lacked this site (Fig. 2B). 

The human Smad1 linker also contained four serine/threonine GSK3 phosphorylation sites [47], 

which showed variable conservation in the other orthologs (Fig. 2B, green). The XSmad1 linker 
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contained all four sites, and the other vertebrate orthologs contained anywhere from one to three 

of the sites. We found three potential sites in dMad, and none in NvSmad1/5. 

The human Smad2 and Smad3 orthologs contained a MAPK consensus site [48] that is 

also found in Xenopus orthologs and putatively in dSmad2, but not in NvSmad2/3 (Fig. 2C, 

yellow). The human Smad2/3 linker also contained a PPXY motif for targeting by Smurf2 for 

ubiquitin-mediated degradation [49], which is present in all orthologs except NvSmad2/3 (Fig. 

2C, cyan). The human Smad2 and Smad3 orthologs contained three serine/proline 

phosphorylation targets [50, 51] that are present in the Xenopus orthologs, but none of which 

appear in dSmad2 or NvSmad2/3 (Fig. 2C, magenta). These analyses illustrate that cnidarian R-

Smad linker regions lack several important regulation points known in bilaterian R-Smads, and 

may be regulated in a different manner. 

 

Overexpression of NvSmad1/5 caused ventralization phenotypes in Xenopus embryos 

Bilaterian BR-Smad orthologs can ventralize Xenopus embryos when ectopically 

expressed in dorsal tissues. We tested whether NvSmad1/5 could function similarly when 

ectopically expressed in vivo in Xenopus embryos. We compared phenotypes from ectopic 

expression of NvSmad1/5 to that of XSmad1 (the Smad5 gene is not present in Xenopus laevis, 

and XSmad8 transcripts are scarce during gastrulation [52]). We found that ectopic dorsal 

expression of NvSmad1/5 generated the hallmarks of BMP over-expression: ventralization and 

absence of head structures. By stage 34, uninjected wild type tadpoles had obvious head and 

neural structures (Fig. 3A), whereas tadpoles that had been injected with XSmad1 mRNA 

showed a range of ventralization phenotypes, the most severe of which are shown in Fig. 3B. 

Injection of NvSmad1/5 mRNA also showed a range of ventralization effects, the most severe of 

which are shown in Fig. 3C.  

To quantify the range of effects, we used Kao and Elison’s DorsoAnterior Index (DAI) to 

score the ventralization phenotypes on a scale of 0 (most severely ventralized) to 5 (normal) [53]. 

Overall, the XSmad1 phenotypes scored as more severe than the NvSmad1/5 phenotypes (Fig. 

3D). The weighted means of the XSmad1 and NvSmad1/5 phenotypes were 0.89 and 1.77, 

respectively. The standard deviation of the XSmad1 scores was less than that of the NvSmad1/5 
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scores, 1.0 and 1.4 respectively. The XSmad1 overexpression phenotype is overall more severe 

and has less range, whereas the NvSmad1/5 phenotype is less severe and shows more variation. 

These results indicate that the NvSmad1/5 protein functions in the Xenopus embryo and 

successfully generates the expected ventralization effects of BMP activity, but it is less potent 

than the native XSmad1 protein under the same conditions. 

 

NvSmad1/5 induced downstream BMP marker gene expression in Xenopus 

The observation that ectopic expression of NvSmad1/5 and XSmad1 results in similar 

ventralization phenotypes led us to compare their inductive activity more precisely, and 

determine whether NvSmad1/5 has the ability to initiate similar downstream gene expression in 

Xenopus. To do this, we used Xenopus animal cap assays to compare the expression levels of 

ventral marker genes known to be downstream of BMP signaling. We used tagged expression 

vectors and western blotting to confirm equal protein translation levels before performing RT-

PCR analysis (Fig. 4A). 

In three out of four cases, NvSmad1/5 induced expression at a level significantly higher 

than that of the uninjected animal caps (Fig. 4B). NvSmad1/5 was able to induce downstream 

BMP pathway members Vent1, Msx1, and Xhox3 at levels higher than in uninjected animal caps, 

yet at roughly half the levels induced by the native XSmad1 protein. However, in all cases, 

NvSmad1/5 failed to induce expression equal to endogenous levels in the whole embryo (set as 

1.0 on the Y-axis for all RT-PCR analyses). We were not able to see a clear induction response 

by Vent2, which may be due to high levels of endogenous Vent2 expression. Thus, despite the 

absolute differences in activity between NvSmad1/5 and XSmad1, NvSmad1/5 can initiate 

transcription of Xenopus BMP target genes.  

 

NvSmad2/3 induced expression of a subset of markers of the Activin/Nodal pathway 

In order to test the functional conservation of vertebrate and cnidarian AR-Smad 

orthologs, we examined the ability of NvSmad2/3 to initiate Activin/Nodal signaling in the 

Xenopus animal cap. Equal protein translation levels were confirmed using western blotting 

before RT-PCR analysis (Fig. 5A). Unlike the uniformity of marker induction by NvSmad1/5, 
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the induction response to XSmad2 and NvSmad2/3 showed two clear patterns: for some markers 

NvSmad2/3 showed only a fraction of the inductive power of the native XSmad2, whereas for 

other markers, NvSmad2/3 was equal to or greater than XSmad2 in its inductive abilities (see 

Fig. 5B-E red and teal bars).  

To investigate these patterns, we included additional AR-Smad orthologs. We chose the 

Drosophila AR-Smad dSmad2 as a protostome representative and XSmad3 as the second 

vertebrate AR-Smad ortholog. Upon repeating these experiments with all four treatments, further 

trends became evident. We were able to split Activin/Nodal markers into four classes based upon 

their inductive response. Class I included goosecoid and ADMP, two genes expressed strictly in 

the Spemann organizer of the developing amphibian. Both of these were strongly induced by 

XSmad2 and less so by the other orthologs (Fig. 5B). Class II markers were induced strongly by 

XSmad2 and dSmad2, and responded poorly to XSmad3 and NvSmad2/3 (Fig. 5C). Class II 

included three BMP-inhibitors chordin, noggin, and follistatin; as well as eomesodermin, another 

gene associated with dorsalization. In contrast, Class III markers were induced strongly by 

XSmad3, while XSmad2, NvSmad2/3, and dSmad2 showed relatively less response (Fig. 5D). 

Class III markers are more general mesendoderm-related Activin/Nodal markers mix2, mixer, 

and sox17!.   

Xbrachyury was the only marker in Class IV (Fig. 5E). Xbra induction by Smad2/3 

orthologs was generally low. The highest induction was by NvSmad2/3 and reached almost 60% 

of endogenous level in the Xenopus embryo (1.0 on the Y-axis in all RT-PCR analyses). To test 

whether we were experimenting at the appropriate dosage (4ng), we compared three different 

dosages of NvSmad2/3 and XSmad2: 2ng, 5ng, and 10ng. Results were similar: NvSmad2/3 

induced more strongly, while XSmad2 induced very weakly (Fig. 5F). Xbra response to the 

lower doses of NvSmad2/3 remained consistent with previous results, while Xbra response to the 

highest dose of NvSmad2/3 dropped to the low level of Xbra response to XSmad2.  

 

Substituting the NvSmad2/3 MH2 with the XSmad2 MH2 increased inductive capability  

 The Smad2/3 orthologs showed very particular induction patterns in our Xenopus animal 

cap assays. We wished to determine whether the differences in activity between XSmad2 and 
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NvSmad2/3 might reflect evolutionary specialization of specific regions of XSmad2, particularly 

whether any single domain from XSmad2 could increase the capability of NvSmad2/3 to induce 

organizer markers in Xenopus. To this end, we created three chimeras that replaced the domains 

in NvSmad2/3 one at a time with XSmad2 domains (Fig. 6A), and tested their inductive abilities 

in animal cap assays with the same set of markers as above. We confirmed equal translation 

levels with western blotting before RT-PCR (Fig. 6B). The linker chimera (“Link” in Fig. 6B) 

showed a slightly lower amount of protein than the others at 4ng mRNA injection. It remained at 

a lower level even at 8x the injection concentration of the other treatments (data not shown), so 

injection concentrations equal were kept equal (4ng). 

Interestingly, the four classes of markers from our previous experiment were largely 

consistent in this experiment as well. In Class I markers goosecoid and ADMP, substitution of 

the XSmad2 MH2 domain (“MH2 chimera”) led to a gain in inductive ability over the wild type 

NvSmad2/3, to about 50% of the level of XSmad2 induction (Fig. 6C). For Class II markers 

chordin, follistatin, and eomesodermin, the MH2 chimera showed very slight enhancement in 

inductive ability, but that was still only a fraction of the level of induction observed with 

XSmad2 (Fig. 6D). For Class III markers, NvSmad2/3 inductive ability was already slightly 

higher than that of XSmad2, and the MH2 chimera showed a modest increase (Fig. 6E). For 

Xbra, the Class IV marker, the MH2 chimera had significantly less inductive activity than 

NvSmad2/3 (Fig. 6F). 

In all cases, substitution of the XSmad2 MH1 domain (“MH1 chimera”) had a negative 

effect on the inductive capacity of NvSmad2/3 (Fig. 6C-F). Likewise, swapping in the XSmad2 

linker region for the NvSmad2/3 linker region (“linker chimera”) resulted in a drop in inductive 

ability of nearly every marker tested. Again, Xbra showed its own unique response pattern: it 

was the only marker to respond more strongly to the linker chimera than the wildtype 

NvSmad2/3 (Fig. 6F). The Xbra response levels to wildtype XSmad2 and NvSmad2/3 

correspond to our previous dosage observations (Fig. 5E).  
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NvSmad2/3 does not induce the formation of a second body axis when ectopically expressed 

in Xenopus embryos  

 NvSmad2/3 showed a complicated activity pattern in regards to its induction of dorsal 

mesoderm markers and Activin/Nodal targets. This called into question the level of Smad2/3 

functional conservation within Metazoa. It has been shown previously that Smad2 from the 

mouse can induce a second body axis in Xenopus embryos [31], indicating that Smad2 function 

is conserved within tetrapods. We performed ectopic expression experiments to determine 

whether the ability to induce a second body axis is unique to the vertebrate Smad2 ortholog. 

Alternatively, that ability could be inherent to both vertebrate Smad2/3 paralogs, all bilaterian 

Smad2/3 orthologs, or more generally all metazoan Smad2/3 orthologs.  

We report a very strong secondary axis phenotype caused by bilaterian Smad2/3 

orthologs (Fig. 7A-D). The secondary axis was evident as a second set of neural folds at neurula 

stage (Fig. 7G-K) and developed into an unmistakable secondary trunk by tadpole stage (Fig. 7B, 

white arrowheads). XSmad2 produced a secondary axis in 65% of embryos, whereas XSmad3 

did so in about 50% of embryos, and dSmad2 in 45% (Fig. 7L). In another 25-35% of cases, both 

proteins did not generate a distinct secondary axis, but did create a small “incipient” second axis 

at neurula stage (example Fig. 7J) that was subsumed into the primary axis during development 

and eventually manifested as the “perturbed” axis of the tadpole.  

NvSmad2/3 did not effectively produce a secondary axis, but it did perturb the primary 

axis in 25% of embryos (Fig. 7E). NvSmad2/3 did appear to generate a secondary body axis in 

one embryo (n=88), but it was from a relatively unhealthy batch of embryos and not 

representative of the overall performance of NvSmad2/3. The MH2 chimera did not improve 

upon the ability of NvSmad2/3 to produce a secondary body axis, but it perturbed the natural 

axis in upwards of 50% of embryos (Fig. 7F, L). 

These data agree with other data we present here that suggest that bilaterian Smad2/3 

orthologs have developed functions that non-bilaterian orthologs are unable to perform in vivo. 

These data also support our results indicating that swapping XSmad2 domains onto NvSmad2/3 

cannot bestow full functional abilities.  
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DISCUSSION 

!

Ectopically expressed Smad proteins are active in vivo in Xenopus embryos 

We used factors that would have two opposing effects on the Xenopus embryo: those that 

dorsalize embryonic tissues, and those that ventralize embryonic tissues. The latter were 

orthologs of Smad1, the transduction molecule of the BMP pathway. There is endogenous BMP 

signaling in the animal cap that is thought to bring about the eventual epidermal fate of the wild 

type cap [33]. When we ectopically expressed Smad1, we expected to see a boost in activation of 

BMP targets compared to the level in wild type, uninjected caps. This effect can clearly be seen 

by injection of XSmad1 in Figure 4B.  

The dorsalizing factors we injected, Smad2 and Smad3, are transducers of the 

Activin/Nodal pathway, which we expected to dorsalize the animal caps. In this case, it is most 

likely that the flood of ectopic Smad2/3 proteins overwhelmed the endogenous BMP signaling 

and diverted the cell differentiation pathway to that of dorsal fate. We predict three mechanisms 

at work: firstly, we injected a total of 4ng of mRNA, which is well above physiological levels in 

the embryonic cells. Secondly, Smad1 and Smad2/3 both require the same Co-Smad (Smad4) to 

make active complexes [2]. The high amount of Smad2/3 must have successfully competed the 

Co-Smad away from the low amount of endogenous Smad1. And finally, once the Activin/Nodal 

targets start to be activated by Smad2/3, several of them will actively inhibit BMP signaling (e.g 

chordin and noggin) [54]. The strong dorsalizing effect of Smad2/3 on animal caps is 

exemplified by XSmad2 in Figure 5B and C. Note that there is nearly zero expression of any of 

the Activin/Nodal target genes in the uninjected animal caps (first column). 

Smads1, 2, and 3 are all activated by a membrane-bound receptor once an extra cellular 

ligand had bound. This activation involves the addition of phosphate groups to two C-terminal 

serines of the Smad protein. Phosphorylation causes the C-terminus to become negatively 

charged and ready to bind into the positively charged “loop strand pocket” of another Smad 

molecule (e.g. a Co-Smad) [55]. Smad proteins also contain hydrophobic regions that bind to one 

another without activation [56]. The Smads in our embryo and animal cap assays were translated 
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from injected mRNA and their phosphorylation was not confirmed, however, they had a very 

strong effect on cell differentiation and target gene transcription.  

The mechanism behind this activity is unknown, however two factors may work 

synergistically. Monomeric Smads are pulled out of the cytoplasm and docked at the membrane-

bound receptor by an anchor called SARA [56]. Phosphorylation is required to release Smads 

from the SARA/receptor [55]. Thus, the flood of inactivated Smads caused by our mRNA 

injections may be filling up all of these docking anchors and creating an unusually large 

population of unactivated Smads in the cytoplasm. The second factor can be though of as 

Brownian, or stochastic. By sheer number, such a large population of Smads may overcome the 

thermodynamic energy necessary to drive formation of active transcriptional Smad complexes. It 

is possible that some cytosolic Smads may even become phosphorylated. Despite the uncertain 

mechanisms, the activity of the ectopic Smads is apparent both qualitatively and quantitatively in 

our Xenopus embryo and animal cap assays (Figs. 3-7). 

 

NvSmad1/5, but not NvSmad2/3, can recapitulate activity of bilaterian orthologs 

NvSmad1/5 engaged the Xenopus pathway well enough to cause very severely 

ventralized phenotypes (Fig. 3) and activate transcriptional targets (Fig. 4), although at a lower 

level than XSmad1. We found that ectopic expression of NvSmad2/3 was unable to induce a 

secondary axis in Xenopus embryos, and showed differences in downstream induction of 

Activin/Nodal markers compared to XSmad2, including the BMP inhibitors noggin, chordin, and 

follistatin, and the organizer-specific genes goosecoid and ADMP. All of these except ADMP are 

known to have cnidarian orthologs [24]. Interestingly, NvSmad2/3 induced the general 

mesendoderm markers at the same level as some of the bilaterian orthologs (Class III, Fig. 5D), 

and was the strongest inducer of Xbra.  

One potential explanation for the differential activation of gene targets could be whether 

or not targets exist in the Nematostella genome. Our data did not support this explanation, as 

NvSmad2/3 was a poor inducer of  goosecoid, chordin, noggin, and follistatin in Xenopus animal 

cap assays, even though all of these genes are present in the Nematostella genome [24]. 

Likewise, the Mix family of gene and eomesodermin are not reported in Nematostella and our 
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searches retrieved no viable candidates, yet NvSmad2/3 was able to induce the expression of 

these genes at two-fold the endogenous level (Fig. 5C, D). 

Another potential explanation for differential target activation could be dose-dependence. 

Experiments incubating Xenopus animal caps with Activin ligand have revealed striking patterns 

of dose-dependent induction of Xbra and goosecoid by Activin, which showed induction at low 

and high dosages of Activin, respectively [35, 36]. We observed an Xbra dosage response to 

ligand-independent Smad signaling (Fig. 5F). If dose is indeed the cause of the different 

induction patterns, then a higher concentration of NvSmad2/3 might yield sufficient activity to 

replicate the inductive patterns of XSmad2. Our findings did not support this explanation, 

however, as the response patterns of most markers remained consistent for all three doses tested 

(Fig. 8). Even at the extreme level of 10ng, NvSmad2/3 did not induce goosecoid induction to 

approximate even the lowest dose of XSmad2 (Fig. 8).  

We propose that the differences in cnidarian versus bilaterian Smad2/3 activity reflect 

evolutionary divergence, which has rendered NvSmad2/3 unable to engage the necessary 

signaling, transcriptional, or other necessary cofactors in the Xenopus system. This may be due 

to lack of key microdomains or amino acid residues that are present in Xenopus and other 

bilaterian Smad2/3 orthologs, which facilitate more efficient or complete engagement and 

activation of target genes. For instance, Smad2 and Smad3 proteins make complexes with 

Smad4, FAST-1, p53 and other co-factors in order to enter the nucleus, bind DNA, and 

transcribe target genes [13, 57, 58]. The low inductive ability of NvSmad2/3 in Xenopus could be 

due to NvSmad2/3 forming complexes that are weak, unstable, and/or inactive. Smads are also a 

common target of TGF! signal regulation by other pathways, such as FGF (via MAPK) and Wnt 

(via GSK3) [47], thus there are various ways in which the subtle protein sequence differences 

between NvSmad2/3 and vertebrate Smad2 and 3 could lead to differences in activity.  

Despite the low inductive ability of NvSmad1/5 relative to XSmad1, it could still re-

pattern the Xenopus embryo to cause severe ventralization of dorsal tissues. This was not the 

case with NvSmad2/3, which could not induce the secondary body axis seen as a result of 

overexpression of XSmad2, XSmad3, or dSmad2 (Fig. 7E, G). Mouse Smad2 can also generate a 

very pronounced second axis in Xenopus embryos [31], which builds the case that bilaterian 
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Smad2/3 orthologs have a function that non-bilaterian NvSmad2/3 is not able to perform. This 

suggests fine-scale divergence in the case of Smad1/5 and larger-scale divergence in the 

evolutionary history of Smad2/3. 

 

Vertebrate Smad2 and Smad3 have different activity  

There are numerous indicators that vertebrate Smad2 and Smad3 have different activities. 

There is evidence of exclusive co-factors for each in zebrafish [59], and vertebrate Smad2 and 

Smad3 differ in their mechanisms of nuclear import and their regulation by ubiquitination [3, 13, 

49, 60]. Their divergent induction patterns in our animal cap assays also suggest a division of 

labor. XSmad2 shows greater transactivation of markers associated with the Spemann organizer, 

particularly genes encoding dorsalizers such as the BMP inhibitors chordin, noggin, and 

follistatin. XSmad3 on the other hand appears more efficient for the activation of more general 

mesendodermal genes such as mix2, mixer, and sox17! (Fig. 5C). This division of labor agrees 

with the observations that mutations in Smad3 are more prevalent in some types of cancer, and 

that Smad3 might be more involved in TGF!-mediated cell cycle control in some cell lines [13]. 

As the mouse knock-outs also indicate, Smad2 may have more prevalent role during embryonic 

development, and Smad3 in regulation of cell stasis. 

NvSmad2/3 has comparable inductive ability to XSmad3 (stronger with mesendodermal 

genes, weaker with organizer-related genes), whereas XSmad2 and dSmad2 show similar 

inductive ability (stronger with organizer-related genes, weaker with mesendodermal genes). 

This makes it tempting to propose that XSmad3 retains deep ancestral function similar to 

NvSmad2/3; however, functional testing showed that XSmad3 produces a secondary body axis 

in the same manner as XSmad2 and dSmad2, while NvSmad2/3 does not (Fig. 7L). This creates 

a very complicated picture of Smad3: it has the ability to control the embryonic organizing 

center and induce dorsal tissue fates as well as Smad2, but in vitro shows more affinities for 

induction of mesendoderm-related genes. We infer that the Smad2/3 progenitor may have 

acquired its ability to control the evolving vertebrate organizer before the duplication event, and 

that the “division of labor” after the duplication event appears to be superficial, affecting the 

protein’s activity rather than its actual function. 
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Even if superficial, the division of labor between XSmad2 and XSmad3 shown by the 

induction assays reveals novel roles for both, with XSmad2 being more organizer-related, 

inducing organizer-specific genes ADMP and goosecoid at a level unmatched by dSmad2 or any 

other ortholog (Fig. 5A), and XSmad3 having a strong affinity for induction of general 

mesendodermal genes, far beyond the level shown by dSmad2 or XSmad2. Moreover, this means 

that the overlap in induction patterns generated by XSmad3 and NvSmad2/3 may not be a 

shared, inherited trait but more of a convergence. This issue will require further taxonomic 

sampling to resolve, ideally testing the inductive abilities of Smad2/3 orthologs from more 

representatives of diverse animal taxa. 

 

The MH2 domain has the largest influence on R-Smad induction capability 

Our results underscore the importance of the MH2 domain as a determinant of gene 

activation, and illustrate an interesting aspect of sequence conservation versus signaling activity. 

The MH2 domain is the most conserved protein domain between R-Smad orthologs from various 

species (Figs. 1 and 2), yet despite this high degree of sequence conservation, replacement of the 

NvSmad2/3 MH2 with the XSmad2 MH2 shows the greatest enhancement of NvSmad2/3 

activity (Fig. 6C, D). This points to the importance of the few amino acid residues that vary 

between the MH2 domains of Xenopus and Nematostella proteins, which may not be revealed by 

natural mutagenesis (e.g. cancer mutations) or directed changes. These types of substitutions are 

most frequently reported in the MH2 when they have a significant effect on Smad signaling, such 

as those of the loop-strand pocket that are involved in receptor docking and specificity [61], 

those in the co-factor binding hydrophobic pocket [62, 63], or those essential to Smad 

trimerization [55, 64]. Our observed patterns of differential downstream gene induction between 

species are more subtle than these large effects, and indeed, in the great majority of cases, 

residues that are reported to be functionally important are conserved across species (Fig. 1). To 

reveal which residues contribute to the induction patterns reported here, we suggest further 

experimentation with chimeric constructs, especially single amino acid replacements of positions 

known for greater variability.  
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 In contrast to MH2, the MH1 chimera did not improve the signaling capacity of wild type 

NvSmad2/3 (Fig. 6C-E). One likely reason for this is that the vertebrate Smad2 MH1 domain 

lacks the ability to bind DNA. Vertebrate Smad2 differs from Smad3 and all other Smad2/3 

orthologs because of the 30 amino acid insert (coded by exon 3) in the DNA binding domain of 

the MH1 between the L2 loop and the !-hairpin (Fig. 1). In Smad4, mutating amino acids in this 

region severely disrupts DNA binding [65, 66]. Besides the exon 3 insert, the first five amino 

acids of the L2 loop itself are different in NvSmad2/3 and XSmad2. It would be informative to 

swap the XSmad3 or NvSmad2/3 MH1 domains separately onto XSmad2 in order to restore 

DNA binding ability and test whether there is a difference in downstream gene expression or 

ability to induce a second axis by XSmad2. 

In general, replacing the NvSmad2/3 linker region with that of XSmad2 decreased its 

inductive ability. Given the low protein level of the linker chimera relative to the other Smad2/3 

proteins we assayed (Fig. 6B, last column), the XSmad2 linker domain may destabilize the 

NvSmad2/3 protein by introduction of sequences that direct post-translational modifications, 

such as polyubiquitination and which leads to protein degradation by the 26S proteosome. 

Xenopus and other vertebrate Smad2/3 linker domains contain a PPXY motif that can be bound 

by the WW domains of Nedd4-like and Smurf2, which are Smad ubiquitin-ligases [49, 67]. The 

XSmad2, XSmad3, and dSmad2 proteins have a PPGY motif in the linker region, but 

NvSmad2/3 lacks this motif. Since NvSmad2/3 lacks signals for Smurf-mediated ubiquitination, 

swapping the XSmad2 linker into the Nematostella protein has likely rendered it sensitive to the 

actions of endogenous Smurf2, Nedd4-like or other enzymes that could result in a lower level of 

linker chimera (Fig. 6B). 

Another regulatory mechanism potentially affecting the Smad linker is inactivation by 

phosphorylation. The bilaterian Smad2/3 linker regions contain a PXSP MAPK consensus site 

[48], which is lacking in NvSmad2/3 (Fig. 2C, yellow). Xenopus Smad2 also contains three 

serine residues that, when phosphorylated, prevent Smad2 from accumulating in the nucleus 

[51]. When these three sites are mutated so that they cannot be phosphorylated, Smad2 does not 

exhibit its typical absence from the nucleus in the neurula stage [51]. According to our 

alignments, XSmad3 contains all three of these sites, and NvSmad2/3 contains one of the three. 
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The linker chimera would thus be predicted to undergo a more complex level of regulation in 

vivo in Xenopus embryos than the wild type NvSmad2/3 might in the anemone.  

Despite its apparent lack of activity on many endogenous Xenopus genes, the linker 

chimera induced downstream Activin/Nodal target genes eomesodermin, mix.2, and Xbra at 

levels that approach or exceed those observed in the uninjected whole embryo (Fig. 6D, E). This 

indicates that the linker chimera is not simply nonfunctional, but instead that its unique 

combination of sequence features renders it suited to induce only a subset of Activin/Nodal 

response genes. To address this possibility, it would be interesting to, rather than perform 

wholesale domain swaps, mutate some of the specific sites mentioned here in the NvSmad2/3 

linker to create sites that confer vertebrate-like linker regulation, and test the activities of such 

mutants. Conversely, it would be interesting to replace the XSmad2 linker with that of 

NvSmad2/3 and test whether the decrease in linker regulation sites has any effect on its ability to 

induce downstream markers.  

Although not possible at this time, testing orthologous and chimeric R-Smads in 

Nematostella embryonic assays would be ideal and very informative about Smad structure and 

function, and inform important questions about the biological actions of Smad signals in 

cnidarian germ layer specification and cell fate determination.  

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this study we have characterized the functional ability of two Nematostella R-Smads to 

induce similar signaling as the bilaterian orthologs of these genes. We report that the BMP-

related R-Smad NvSmad1/5 can pattern the mesoderm of a developing vertebrate and activate 

downstream gene induction in a similar, if less efficient, manner than its vertebrate ortholog, 

XSmad1. This speaks to a deep conservation of function of the BMP pathway in bilaterians and 

earlier-diverging metazoan groups. However, the cnidarian ortholog NvSmad2/3 failed to induce 

a secondary body axis and was inconsistent in its induction of downstream target genes 
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compared to bilaterian counterparts XSmad2, XSmad3, and the sole Drosophila AR-Smad 

dSmad2.  

From this and previous reports, we propose that the bilaterian ancestor solidified a novel 

role for the Smad2/3 ortholog in control of body patterning that the NvSmad2/3 is unable to 

perform. Furthermore, our animal cap assays are the first to test the inductive activities of Smad2 

and Smad3 side by side, and indicate different affinities for the two, with XSmad2 having more 

effect on organizer-specific genes, and XSmad3 being more involved with general mesendoderm 

markers. This demonstrates an intriguing division of labor that could indicate that vertebrate 

Smad2 has taken on novel activity in the vertebrate organizer. Compellingly, the division of 

labor between these duplicates is relatively “superficial,” being that both vertebrate AR-Smads 

and the Drosophila ortholog dSmads are capable of patterning dorsal tissues and inducing a 

secondary axis in whole embryos. The MH2 domain has a major influence on AR-Smad 

inductive capability, yet this domain is 96% identical in XSmad2 and XSmad3, highlighting the 

importance of residues whose random mutation is not lethal to the organism, but may instead 

bring about slight functional changes that can be selected on and affect evolutionary divergence. 
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TABLE 1—1. Accession numbers and details about proteins used in alignments. Details of the orthologs 
of R-Smads from human, Xenopus laevis, Drosophila melanogaster, and Nematostella vectensis used in this 
analysis.    
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TABLE 1—2. Primer sequences and experimental PCR design used to create the chimeric 
constructs. The table contains all primers to create all sections of each of the three chimeric 

constructs. The construct diagram shows which primers were used to amplify the sections of the 
constructs. Full constructs were amplified from sections by PCR with end-point primers. 

Depicted relative length of construct represents actual relative length. See Methods sections for a 
full explanation of design and method. 



MH1 chimera: 

linker MH2 X. MH1 
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MH1 X. linker MH2 
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MH1 linker X. MH2 

MH2 chimera: 
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TABLE 1—2. Primer sequences and experimental PCR design to create the chimeric constructs.  
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TABLE 1—3. Table of RT-PCR primers used on the Roche 480 Light Cycler system. All of the primers 
used in our animal cap gene induction assay, with published conditions and references. 
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FIGURE 1—1. Protein sequence alignments of R-Smad orthologs. Functionally and 
structurally important residues and regions present in R-Smads. (This is not meant to be a 

complete list; please consult references for comprehensive studies of these and more sites.) In the 
MH1 domain (orange), there is a nuclear localization signal (brick red), a DNA binding ! hairpin 
(teal), and residues that make up some or most of the hydrophobic core of the molecule (purple) 
[64]. Four residues coordinate a zinc atom at the center of the molecule (green triangles) [68]. In 
the MH2 domain (pink), there are sites of trimer stabilization (lilac), residues that are critical for 
trimerization contacts (green stars), residues that contribute to a hydrophobic pocket (blue stars) 

to bind a cysteine from an adjacent Smad molecule (open blue star), a “loop strand pocket” 
involved with macromolecular interactions (moss green), and two C-terminal serines which are 
phosphorylated to activate the R-Smad (yellow diamonds) [55]. The loop strand pocket of the 
MH2 region also contains several residues that bestow receptor specificity [61]. Blue and red 

boxes indicate residues that are sub-type specific between R-Smads [69]. Important residues in 
the linker region have already been discussed in detail in Figure 2. 
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Additional File 1. 

HS2    MSSILP----------------FTPPVVKRLLGWKKSAGGSGGAGGGEQNGQEEKWCEKAVKSLVKKLKKTGR-LDELEKAITTQNCNTKCVTIPSTCSEIWGLSTPNTIDQWDTTGLYS [103]!
XS2    MSSILP----------------FTPPVVKRLLGWKKSASGTTGAGGGEQNGQEEKWCEKAVKSLVKKLKKTGQ-LDELEKAITTQNCNTKCVTIPSTCSEIWGLSTPNTIDQWDTTGLYS [103]!
HS3    MSSILP----------------FTPPIVKRLLGWKK----------GEQNGQEEKWCEKAVKSLVKKLKKTGQ-LDELEKAITTQNVNTKCITIP------------------------- [68]!
XS3    MSSILP----------------FTPPIVKRLLGWKK----------GEQNGQEEKWCEKAVKSLVKKLKKSGQ-LDELEKALTTQSISTKCITIP------------------------- [68]!
dSmad2 M---LP----------------FTPQVVKRLLALKK---------GNEDNSVEGKWSEKAVKNLVKKIKKNSQ-LEELERAISTQNCQTRCVTVP------------------------- [66]!
NvS23  MTSLLP----------------FTPPVVKRLLGWKR---------GGDE---DDKWAEKAVKSLVKKLKKTGG-LEELEKAITNPGVATKCVTIP------------------------- [66]!
HS9a   MHSTTPIS----------SLFSFTSPAVKRLLGWKQ----------GDE---EEKWAEKAVDSLVKKLKKKKGAMDELERALSCPGQPSKCVTIP------------------------- [72]!
HS9b   MHSTTPIS----------SLFSFTSPAVKRLLGWKQ----------GDE---EEKWAEKAVDSLVKKLKKKKGAMDELERALSCPGQPSKCVTIP------------------------- [72]!
XS8a   MHASTPIS----------SLFTFTSPAVKRLLGWKQ----------GDE---EEKWAEKAVDSLVKKLKKKKGAMEELERALSCPGQPSKCVTIP------------------------- [72]!
XS8b   MHASTPIS----------SLFSFTSPAVKRLLGWKQ----------GDE---EEKWAEKAVDSLVKKLKKKKGAMEELERALSCPGQPSKCVTIP------------------------- [72]!
HS1    MNVT--------------SLFSFTSPAVKRLLGWKQ----------GDE---EEKWAEKAVDALVKKLKKKKGAMEELEKALSCPGQPSNCVTIP------------------------- [68]!
XS1    MNVT--------------SLFSFTSPAVKRLLGWKQ----------GDE---EEKWAEKAVDALVKKLKKKKGAMEELEKALSCPGQPSNCVTIP------------------------- [68]!
HS5    MTSMA-------------SLFSFTSPAVKRLLGWKQ----------GDE---EEKWAEKAVDALVKKLKKKKGAMEELEKALSSPGQPSKCVTIP------------------------- [69]!
dMAD   MDTDDVESNTSSAMSTLGSLFSFTSPAVKKLLGWKQ----------GDE---EEKWAEKAVDSLVKKLKKRKGAIEELERALSCPGQPSKCVTIP------------------------- [82]!
NvS15  MSSMA-------------SLFSFTPPAVKRLLGWKQ----------GDE---EEKWAEKAIESLVKKLKKKKGALEDLEKALSNPNQQSKCVTIA------------------------- [69]!

HS2    FSEQTRSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRLWRWPDLHSHHELKAIENCEYAFNLKKDEVCVNPYHYQRVETPVLPPVLVPRHTEILTELPPLDDYTHSIPENTNF----------------- [206]!
XS2    FSEQTRSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYSRLWRWPDLHSHHELKAVENCEYAFNLKKDEVCVNPYHYQRVETPVLPPVLVPRHTEILTELPPLDDYTHSIPENTNF----------------- [206]!
HS3    -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRLWRWPDLHSHHELRAMELCEFAFNMKKDEVCVNPYHYQRVETPVLPPVLVPRHTEIPAEFPPLDDYSHSIPENTNF----------------- [166]!
XS3    -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRLWRWPDLHSHHELRAMEVCEYAFSMKKDEVCVNPYHYQRVETPVLPPVLVPRNTEIPAEFPSLDDYSHSIPENTNF----------------- [166]!
dSmad2 -----RSKPAPAGEHLRKGLPHVIYCRLWRWPDLQSQNELKPLDHCEYAFHLRKEEICINPYHYKKIELSILVPKSLPTPPDSIVDYP-LDNHTHQIPNNTDYNAAIIRSASLSPPQYME [180]!
NvS23  -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRLWRWPDLQSHHELRPIEACEFAFSLKKEEVCVNPFHYQRVETPVLPPVLVPRQQSDVPHELPILPEYTR-PENVPF----------------- [163]!
HS9a   -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRVWRWPDLQSHHELKPLECCEFPFGSKQKEVCINPYHYRRVETPVLPPVLVPRHSEYNPQLSLLAKFRSASLHSEPLMPHNATYPDSFQQPPCS [187]!
HS9b   -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRVWRWPDLQSHHELKPLECCEFPFGSKQKEVCINPYHYRRVETPVLPPVLVPRHSEYNPQLSLLAKFRSASLHSEPLMPHNATYPDSFQQPPCS [187]!
XS8a   -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLSHVIYCRVWRWPDLQSHHELKPMECCEFPFGSKQKDVCINPYHYRRVETPVLPPVLVPRHSEFNPQLSLLAKFSNTSLNNEPLMPHNATFPESFQQPPRT [187]!
XS8b   -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRVWRWPDLQSHHELKPMECCEFPFGSKQKDVCINPYHYRRVETPVLPPVLVPRHSEFNPQLSLLAKFRNTSLNNEPLMPHNATFPESFQQPPCT [187]!
HS1    -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRVWRWPDLQSHHELKPLECCEFPFGSKQKEVCINPYHYKRVESPVLPPVLVPRHSEYNPQHSLLAQFRNLGQN-EPHMPLNATFPDSFQQPNSH [182]!
XS1    -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRVWRWPDLQSHHELKPLECCEYPFGSKQKEVCINPYHYKRVESPVLPPVLVPRHSEYNPQHSLLAQFRNLEPS-EPHMPHNATFPDSFQQPNSH [182]!
HS5    -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRVWRWPDLQSHHELKPLDICEFPFGSKQKEVCINPYHYKRVESPVLPPVLVPRHNEFNPQHSLLVQFRNLSHN-EPHMPQNATFPDSFHQPNNT [183]!
dMAD   -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRVWRWPDLQSHHELKPLELCQYPFSAKQKEVCINPYHYKRVESPVLPPVLVPRHSEFAPGHSMLQFNHVAEPSMPHNVSYSNSGFNSHSLSTSN [197]!
NvS15  -----RSLDGRLQVSHRKGLPHVIYCRVWRWPDLQSHHELKPLECCEYAFGLKQKEVCINPYHYHRVESPGLPPVLVPRQSEYPRPPPPLPPPFRATDDPPMPYNASFPFTNRQNTSEQS [184]!

HS2    --------------------------------------------------------PAGIEPQSNYIPE--TPPPGYISEDGETSDQQLNQSMDTGSPAE-LSPTTLSPVNHSLDLQPVT [267]!
XS2    --------------------------------------------------------PAGIEPQSNYIPE--TPPPGYISEDGETSDQQLNQSMDTGSPAE-LSPSTLSPVNHNLDLQPVT [267]!
HS3    --------------------------------------------------------PAGIEPQSN-IPE--TPPPGYLSEDGETSDHQMNHSMDAGSPN--LSPNPMSPAHNNLDLQPVT [225]!
XS3    --------------------------------------------------------PAGIEPQINYIPE--TPPPGYLSEDGETSDQ-MNHSIDTGSPN--LSPNSMSPAHSNMDLQPVT [225]!
dSmad2 LGGAGPVSVSSSASSTPATAAGGGGGPSSSSSSSSSAASAYQQQQQQLSFGQNMDSQSSVLSVGSSIPNTGTPPPGYMSEDGDPIDPNDNMNMSRLTP-----PA-DA-A-------PVM [286]!
NvS23  --------------------------------------------------------PTQEPTNSQYHIQPGTPTD-YISDDACS-DMSGEHSQQNMQIDQQLSPAPDSNNLI--DAQPIQ [223]!
HS9a   ALPPSPSHAFSQSPCTASYPHSPGSPSEPESPYQHSV-D--------------------------------TPPLPYHATEASETQSGQPVDATADRHVVLSIPNG--------DFRPVC [266]!
HS9b   ALPPSPSHAFSQSPCTASYPHSPGSPSEPESPYQHS------------------------------------------------------------------------------DFRPVC [229]!
XS8a   PFSSSPSNIFPQSPNTVGYPDSPRSSTDPGSPPYQI-TE--------------------------------TPPPPYNAPDLQGNQNRPTADPAECQLVLSALNR---------DFRPVC [265]!
XS8b   PFSSSPSNIFSQSPNTVGYPDSPRSSTDPGSPPYQI-TE--------------------------------TPPPPYNAPDLQGNQNRPTADPAECQLVLSALNR---------DFRPVC [265]!
HS1    PFPHSPNSSYPNSPGSSSSTYPHSPTSSDPGSPFQMPAD--------------------------------TPPPAYLPPEDPMTQDGSQPMDTNMMAPPLPSEINRG------DVQAVA [264]!
XS1    PFPHSPNSSYPNSPGSSST-YPHSPASSDPGSPFQIPAD--------------------------------TPPPAYMPPEDQMTQDNSQPMDTNMMVPNISQD-INRA-----DVQAVA [263]!
HS5    PFPLSPNSPYPPSPASST--YPNSPASSGPGSPFQLPAD--------------------------------TPPPAYMPPDDQMGQDNSQPMDTSNNMIPQIMPSISSR-----DVQPVA [264]!
dMAD   TSVGSPSSVNSNPNSPYDSLA-------------------------------------------------GTPPPAYSPSEDGNSNNPNDGGQLLDAQMGDVAQVS-------------- [254]!
NvS15  PSFDMADSGAGYMSEDGGSPRPEPNAMDVDPVN--------------------------------------SPP---SIS-QSAEAMSHVTAVN-------------------------- [236]!

HS2    YSEPAFWCSIAYYELNQRVGETFHASQPSLTVDGFTDPSN--SERFCLGLLSNVNRNATVEMTRRHIGRGVRLYYIGGEVFAECLSDSAIFVQSPNCNQRYGWHPATVCKIPPGCNLKIF [385]!
XS2    YSEPAFWCSIAYYELNQRVGETFHASQPSLTVDGFTDPSN--SERFCLGLLSNVNRNATVEMTRRHIGRGVRLYYIGGEVFAECLSDSAIFVQSPNCNQRYGWHPATVCKIPPGCNLKIF [385]!
HS3    YCEPAFWCSISYYELNQRVGETFHASQPSMTVDGFTDPSN--SERFCLGLLSNVNRNAAVELTRRHIGRGVRLYYIGGEVFAECLSDSAIFVQSPNCNQRYGWHPATVCKIPPGCNLKIF [343]!
XS3    YCEPAFWCSISYYELNQRVGETFHASQPSMTVDGFTDPSN--SERFCLGLLSNVNRNAAVELTRRHIGRGVRLYYIGGEVFAECLSDNAIFVQSPNCNQRYGWHPATVCKIPPGCNLKIF [343]!
dSmad2 YHEPAFWCSISYYELNTRVGETFHASQPSITVDGFTDPSN--SERFCLGLLSNVNRNEVVEQTRRHIGKGVRLYYIGGEVFAECLSDSSIFVQSPNCNQRYGWHPATVCKIPPGCNLKIF [404]!
NvS23  YTEPTYWCSISYYEMNTRVGETFHASQPSLTVDGFTDPSS--SDRFCLGLLSNINRNPPIEMTRKHIGKGVRLYYIGGEVFAECLSDSSIFVQSPNCNQRYNWHPATVCKIPPGCNLKIF [341]!
HS9a   YEEPQHWCSVAYYELNNRVGETFQASSRSVLIDGFTDPSNNRN-RFCLGLLSNVNRNSTIENTRRHIGKGVHLYYVGGEVYAECVSDSSIFVQSRNCNYQHGFHPATVCKIPSGCSLKVF [385]!
HS9b   YEEPQHWCSVAYYELNNRVGETFQASSRSVLIDGFTDPSNNRN-RFCLGLLSNVNRNSTIENTRRHIGKGVHLYYVGGEVYAECVSDSSIFVQSRNCNYQHGFHPATVCKIPSGCSLKVF [348]!
XS8a   YEEPLHWCSVAYYELNNRVGETFQASARSVLIDGFTDPSNNKN-RFCLGLLSNVNRNSTIENTRRHIGKGVHLYYVGGEVYAECVSDSSIFVQSRNCNYQHGFHPSTVCKIPSGCSLKIF [384]!
XS8b   YEEPLHWCSVAYYELNNRVGETFQASARSVLIGGFTDPSNNKN-RFCLGLLSNVNRNSTIENTRRHIGKGVHLYYVGGEVYAECVSDSSIFVQSRNCNYQHGFHPSTVCKIPSGCSLKIF [384]!
HS1    YEEPKHWCSIVYYELNNRVGEAFHASSTSVLVDGFTDPSNNKN-RFCLGLLSNVNRNSTIENTRRHIGKGVHLYYVGGEVYAECLSDSSIFVQSRNCNYHHGFHPTTVCKIPSGCSLKIF [383]!
XS1    YEEPKHWCSIVYYELNNRVGEAFHASSTSVLVDGFTDPSNNRN-RFCLGLLSNVNRNSTIENTRRHIGKGVHLYYVGGEVYAECLSDSSIFVQSRNCNFHHGFHPTTVCKIPSGCSLKIF [382]!
HS5    YEEPKHWCSIVYYELNNRVGEAFHASSTSVLVDGFTDPSNNKS-RFCLGLLSNVNRNSTIENTRRHIGKGVHLYYVGGEVYAECLSDSSIFVQSRNCNFHHGFHPTTVCKIPSSCSLKIF [383]!
dMAD   YSEPAFWASIAYYELNCRVGEVFHCNNNSVIVDGFTNPSNN-SDRCCLGQLSNVNRNSTIENTRRHIGKGVHLYYVTGEVYAECLSDSAIFVQSRNCNYHHGFHPSTVCKIPPGCSLKIF [373]!
NvS15  YQEPLSWCSIAYYELNNRVGELFHAKSTSLIVDGFTDPNTTNSERFCLGLLSNVNRNSTIENTRRHIGKGVHLYYVGGEVYAECLSDSAIFVQSRNCNHSHGFHPTTVCKIPSGCTLKIF [356]!

HS2    NNQEFAALLAQSVNQGFEAVYQLTRMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYRRQTVTSTPCWIELHLNGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPSVRCSSMS [467]!
XS2    NNQEFAALLAQSVNQGFEAVYQLTRMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYRRQTVTSTPCWIELHLNGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPSVRCSSMS [467]!
HS3    NNQEFAALLAQSVNQGFEAVYQLTRMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYRRQTVTSTPCWIELHLNGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPSIRCSSVS [425]!
XS3    NNQEFAALLAQSVNQGFEAVYQLTRMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYRRQTVTSTPCWIELHLNGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPSIRCSSVS [425]!
dSmad2 NNQEFAALLSQSVSQGFEAVYQLTRMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYRRQTVTSTPCWIELHLNGPLQWLDRVLTQMGSPRLPCSSMS [486]!
NvS23  NNQEFAQLLSQSVNQGFEAVYALTRMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYRRQTVTSTPCWIELHLNGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPSAPCSSVS [423]!
HS9a   NNQLFAQLLAQSVHHGFEVVYELTKMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYHRQDVTSTPCWIEIHLHGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPHNPISSVS [467]!
HS9b   NNQLFAQLLAQSVHHGFEVVYELTKMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYHRQDVTSTPCWIEIHLHGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPHNPISSVS [430]!
XS8a   NNQLFAQLLSQSVNQGFEVVYELTKMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYHRQDVTSTPCWIEIHLHGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPHNPISSVS [466]!
XS8b   NNQLFAQLLSQSVNQGFEVVYELTKMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYHRQDVTSTPCWIEIHLHGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPHNPISSVS [466]!
HS1    NNQEFAQLLAQSVNHGFETVYELTKMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYHRQDVTSTPCWIEIHLHGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPHNPISSVS [465]!
XS1    NNQEFAQLLAQSVNHGFETVYELTKMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYHRQDVTSTPCWIEIHLHGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPHNPISSVS [464]!
HS5    NNQEFAQLLAQSVNHGFEAVYELTKMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYHRQDVTSTPCWIEIHLHGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPLNPISSVS [465]!
dMAD   NNQEFAQLLSQSVNNGFEAVYELTKMCTIRMSFVKGWGAEYHRQDVTSTPCWIEIHLHGPLQWLDKVLTQMGSPHNAISSVS [455]!
NvS15  NNQEFAQLLSQSVNYGFEAVYELTKMCSIRISFVKGWGAEYHRQDVTSTPCWIEVHLHGPLQWLDKVLSQMGSPRNPISSVS [438]!
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FIGURE 1—2. R-Smad proteins are highly conserved except for their linker 
regions. 

(A) A table of pairwise percent identity of the MAD homology domains and the non-
conserved linker regions of Xenopus and Nematostella R-Smads (see Fig. 1 for a detailed 

amino acid alignment and Table 1 for a table of GenBank accession numbers). (B) 
Alignment of part of the Smad1/5/8 linker regions from multiple taxa. The Smurf1 site 
PPXY motif is highlighted in cyan, MAPK recognition sites are highlighted in yellow, 

and GSK3 consensus sites are highlighted in green. (C) Alignment of part of the Smad2/3 
linker regions from multiple taxa. The Smurf2 site PPXY motif is highlighted in cyan, 
MAPK recognition sites are highlighted in yellow, and proline-directed kinase sites are 

highlighted in magenta.   
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FIGURE 1—3. Phenotypes caused by ectopic NvSmad1/5 mimic phenotypes caused 
by XSmad1. Microinjection of NvSmad1/5 mRNA into the two dorsal blastomeres of a 
4-cell Xenopus embryo resulted in similar ventralization phenotypes as those caused by 

injection of XSmad1 mRNA. All tadpoles are shown at stage 34. (A) Shows normal 
development in Xenopus tadpoles. In contrast, tadpoles in (B) were injected with 4ng of 
XSmad1 mRNA and showed severe ventralization. (C) Tadpoles injected with 4ng 
NvSmad1/5 showed a similar but less severe ventralization phenotype. Severity of 

phenotype were scored according the DorsoAnterior Index (DAI) [53]. (D) Shows the 
DAI scores graphically. 
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FIGURE 1—4. NvSmad1/5 induced expression of downstream BMP pathway genes 
in Xenopus. After animal pole injection of XSmad1 or NvSmad1/5 at the two-cell stage, 

stage 11 animal caps showed elevated expression of genes downstream of the BMP 
pathway. (A) Western blot of tagged vector translation levels in injected and uninjected 
whole embryos (L = Benchmark protein ladder, showing the 58-kDa band). XSmad1 and 
NvSmad1/5 showed equal levels of translation, whereas the uninjected embryos showed 

none. (B) Real-time quantitative PCR showed fold induction levels of BMP pathway 
members Vent1, Vent2, Msx1, and Xhox3 compared to the uninjected whole embryo. 

Uninjected Xenopus animal caps (UN), animal caps injected with XSmad1, and animal 
caps injected with NvSmad1/5 are shown. The Y-axis of all RT-PCR graphs shows the 
fold induction compared to endogenous whole embryo (1.0). Error bars represent the 

standard error. 
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FIGURE 1—5. NvSmad2/3 induced expression of downstream Activin/Nodal 
pathway genes in Xenopus. Animal caps from gastrulae that had been injected with 

XSmad2, XSmad3, dSmad2, or NvSmad2/3 mRNA at the two-cell stage showed elevated 
expression of genes downstream of the Activin/Nodal pathway. (A) Western blot of 

tagged vector translation levels in injected and uninjected whole embryos (L = 
Benchmark protein ladder, showing the 58-kDa band). XSmad2, XSmad3, NvSmad2/3, 
and dSmad2 showed equal levels of translation, whereas the uninjected embryos show 

none. Real-time quantitative PCR showed fold induction levels of Activin/Nodal pathway 
members on the Y-axis. (B) Class I markers goosecoid and ADMP. (C) Class II markers 
chordin, noggin, follistatin, and eomesodermin. (D) Class IV markers mixer, mix.2, and 
sox17!. (E) Class IV marker Xbra. (F) Xbra induction response to 2ng, 5ng, and 10ng 

XSmad2 or NvSmad2/3. 
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FIGURE 1—6. Swapping in the MH2 domain from XSmad2 increased inductive 
activity of NvSmad2/3. (A) Chimera design used for swapping XSmad2 domains onto 
the NvSmad2/3 protein. (B) Western blot of tagged vector translation levels in injected 

and uninjected whole embryos (L = Benchmark protein ladder, showing the 58-kDa 
band). XSmad2, XSmad3, NvSmad2/3, MH1 chimera, and MH2 chimera showed equal 
levels of translation, whereas the uninjected embryos showed none. The linker chimera 

(“Link”) showed slightly lower levels of translation. (XSmad3 was injected and included 
in translation blot to check continuity with previous experiments, but was not used in 
subsequent animal cap analyses.) Animal caps injected with XSmad2, NvSmad2, MH1 
chimera, linker chimera, or MH2 chimera mRNA at the two-cell stage showed elevated 
expression of genes downstream of the Activin/Nodal pathway. Real time quantitative 

PCR showed fold induction levels of Activin/Nodal pathway members on the Y-axis. (C) 
Class I markers goosecoid and ADMP. (D) Class II markers chordin, noggin, follistatin, 
and eomesodermin. (E) Class III markers mixer, mix.2, and sox17!. (F) Class IV marker 

Xbra. 
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FIGURE 1—7. Ectopic over-expression of NvSmad2/3 did not induce a secondary 
axis in Xenopus embryos. Injection of .5ng XSmad2 mRNA into the marginal zone of 

one ventral vegetal blastomere at the 8-cell stage can produced a secondary body axis in 
Xenopus embryos. (A) Uninjected, wild type tadpoles. (B) Tadpoles that were injected 
with XSmad2 and show the classic secondary body axis phenotype (marked with white 
arrowheads in this photo only). (C) Injection of XSmad3 also showed a clear secondary 

axis. (D) dSmad2 was also able to induce the formation of a second body axis. (E) 
NvSmad2/3 was not able to generate a second body axis, but perturbed the original axis in 

some cases. (F) The MH1 chimera acutely perturbed the original axis, but generated a 
complete second axis in only a few cases. Embryos were scored for phenotype at neurula 
stage. Examples: (G) wild type, (H) double axis that would result in a second body axis at 
tadpole stage (result of XSmad2 mRNA, in this case), (I) another double axis (caused by 
dSmad2 mRNA, in this case), (J) “incipient” axis that will eventually get subsumed into 
the primary axis and result in the “perturbed axis” phenotype (result of XSmad3 mRNA, 

in this case, though it could be caused by any of the treatments), (K) phenotype that 
would be scored as “wild type” (result of NvSmad2/3 mRNA, in this case). (L) Bar graph 

illustrating the range of phenotypes from each treatment. 
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FIGURE 1—8. Elevating the dosage of XSmad2 and NvSmad2/3 did not have an 
effect on downstream induction patterns. Dosage experiments showed that increasing 

or decreasing the mRNA concentration does not significantly change the induction 
patterns produced by XSmad2 and NvSmad2/3 in animal cap assays. Dosage and 

treatment are labeled at the bottom of each graph, dosages were 2ng, 5ng, and 10ng. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

THE EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY OF  VARIATION IN  

METZOAN SMAD2/3 PROTEINS  

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 
The Transforming Growth Factor ! (TGF!) pathway is one of six major signaling 

pathways that pattern the bilaterian embryo [1]. The two branches of the TGF! pathway 

designate the regions that will become neural versus anti-neural. The lateral, non-neural body 

tissue regions are induced by Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) signals, which stimulate cells 

to turn on a suite of downstream genes with specific patterning instructions [2]. In the 

prospective neural regions, BMP is sequestered and removed by several BMP inhibitors in order 

to prevent BMP from competing with local, neuralizing signals such as Activin/Nodal or TGF! 

(for which the pathway is named) which stimulate their own specific downstream response [3]. 

This neural/anti-neural division is integrated with the dorsoventral body axis. In deuterostomes, 

the neural tissues are on the dorsal side, whereas in protostomes, neural is ventral. Besides 

specifying presumptive neural tissue, TGF! signals also pattern the mesoderm to be dorsal or 

ventral [4]. 

When an extracellular ligand (like BMP) is received by intramembrane receptors on the 

cell surface, the receptor activates a transduction molecule that propagates the signal into the 

nucleus to initiate the transcription of downstream genes dictated by the ligand. The transduction 

of TGF! ligand signals depends on Smad proteins, of which there are three functional subgroups. 
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(1) R-Smads are activated upon receptor stimulation, form complexes, enter the nucleus, and 

directly contact the promoter regions of target genes. There are separate R-Smads for the two 

branches of the TGF! pathway. (2) One shared Co-Smad is required to form active 

transcriptional complexes with the R-Smads and other factors. (3) I-Smads inhibit the activity of 

R-Smads by means of directly competing with them or binding to them to prevent their activity 

[5]. All animals possess at least the basic components of the TGF! pathway (ligand, receptors, 

and transducers), even animals that do not have a true dorsoventral axis or central and peripheral 

nervous systems [1]. 

The Smad family of transcription factors is known to be very conserved in its function 

across Metazoa. However, the role of the TGF! pathway itself, while well-understood in 

bilaterian model organisms, is unclear in non-bilaterian animals such as ctenophores, sponges, 

and cnidarians. There is ongoing debate concerning how the signaling asymmetries created by 

TGF! activity influence the patterning of body axes [2, 6, 7]. The function of Smad proteins as 

signal transducers and transcription factors appears consistent, but the role of the TGF! pathway 

in establishing cell identity may have undergone evolutionary divergence. Our previous work 

suggests that there are functions of the vertebrate Smad2 ortholog in the frog (Xenopus laevis) 

embryo that the cnidarian (Nematostella vectensis) Smad2/3 ortholog (NvSmad2/3) is unable to 

perform. Downstream signaling assays showed that while the cnidarian Smad2/3 can engage the 

Xenopus TGF! pathway and induce the expression of a set of a general mesendoderm genes, it 

could not induce the expression of markers related to the Spemann organizer. Furthermore, 

downstream gene induction abilities of the vertebrate orthologs appeared to be distinct, however, 

both could induce a second body axis when over-expressed in ventral cells of the Xenopus 

embryo. The Drosophila ortholog dSmad2 could also induce a secondary body axis, whereas 

NvSmad2/3 could not, indicating a deeper functional conservation not shared by the cnidarian 

ortholog. 

 Given the cnidarian Smad’s inability to fully engage in the endogenous vertebrate TGF! 

pathway, we hypothesized that there are structural differences in the proteins that correlate with 

the difference in activity. Smad proteins are defined by the presence of two “MAD homology” 

domains. The N-terminal domain (MH1) is the site of the DNA-binding !-hairpin, a nuclear 
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localization signal, and several residues making up the hydrophobic core of the molecule, 

including four resides that bind a zinc atom at the core [8, 9]. The C-terminal domain (MH2) 

contains many regions for intermolecular interface with co-factors and other Smads, the docking 

points that connect the R-Smad to the intramembrane receptor, and the C-terminal serine 

residues whose phosphorylation by the receptor activate the R-Smad to form complexes, enter 

the nucleus, and transcribe downstream genes [10-12]. The two MH domains are connected by a 

linker region that shows significant variation from species to species and Smad to Smad, but 

nonetheless contains important points for interpathway regulation, such as three or four sites that 

can be bound by E3 ligases and target the Smad for degradation by Ubiquitin [13-15].  

To test our hypothesis, we created chimera proteins to place important regions of the frog 

XSmad2 protein in the sea anemone NvSmad2/3 protein. Using molecular cloning techniques, 

we swapped the XSmad2 MH1, linker, and MH2 domains into NvSmad2/3 ortholog one at a 

time and found that only the MH2 region could improve the level of signaling by NvSmad2/3, 

and even then it did not induce expression of downstream organizer genes as well as the wild 

type XSmad2. Most importantly, the MH2 chimera could not generate a second body axis when 

overexpressed, unlike the bilaterian Smad2/3 orthologs. 

 We discovered evidence that Smad protein function has diverged through different 

animal lineages to an extent such that one ortholog is not completely functional in another 

system. Paradoxically, chimeric constructs showed that the most conserved region of the protein, 

the MH2 domain, had the greatest effect on signaling ability. Even so, large-scale domain swaps 

could not cause NvSmad2/3 to mimic the inductive activity of XSmad2. This suggests that 

activity relies on a very integrated cooperation among the domains that defies conventional 

“DNA-binding” versus “protein interaction” description. Our results also indicate that 

establishing what causes the signaling differences between the NvSmad2/3 and XSmad2 proteins 

requires a more targeted, fine-scale approach. We will identify targets for further 

experimentation by looking for amino acids that vary between Smads in different metazoan taxa. 

Well over 100 amino acid positions in the MH1 and MH2 domains have been predicted 

to have a large effect on Smad function given the protein structure, or reported to have a large 

effect on function by mutagenesis experiments [10-12, 16-18]. We hypothesize that due to the 
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severe nature of the effects when mutagenized, these sites will not be the ones that show a lot of 

variability in animal taxa. We will test this hypothesis by performing multiple sequence 

alignments of MH1 and MH2 domains of Smad2/3 orthologs from numerous animal taxa from 

phylogenetically diverse clades. These alignments will also allow us to identify and analyze the 

amino acid positions that do show variability in animals.  

 

 

TERMINOLOGY 

 
 Reconciling the language used by evolutionary biologists and biochemists is not a trivial 

task. In this study, we have found it useful to adopt terminology and conventions from both 

fields. This section will clarify and define terms that will be commonly used in the subsequent 

analysis. They are presented not alphabetically, but in order of importance. 

 

Position. There are 178 amino acids in the MH1 alignment, and 200 in the MH2 alignment. In 

our matrices, each of these represents a “position” that could be occupied by any of the 20 amino 

acids. For example, “position 42” might be occupied by a serine in dSmad2, and a threonine in 

XSmad2 and XSmad3, or “position 79” may show no variance whatsoever (e.g. all taxa have 

tyrosine). Please see Appendix 1 for a list of amino acids, their abbreviations, and chemical 

properties. 

 

Residue. This is the biochemical term for an amino acid once it has been joined with other amino 

acids in a chain (in this case, a protein). We use this term interchangeably with ‘amino acid’ 

when discussing the amino acid sequence of the Smad protein domains. 

 

Substitution. In much of biochemistry and genetics, this term is imbued with directionality. For 

example, when studying a genetic mutation that causes the proline at position 23 to be 

“substituted” with alanine, this implies that the mutation was proline-to-alanine because proline 

is known to be the antecedent. We have adopted this term because of its utility, but we use it 
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much more loosely. When comparing protein sequences of different animals, directionality is 

unknown; in fact, much of this study is dedicated to establishing the directionality of a 

substitution when possible. In most cases, we use this word to indicate a difference between the 

amino acids at a given position in any two taxa without implication of which one is the 

antecedent. 

 

Consensus. When aligning sequences of nucleotides or amino acids, a “consensus” sequence can 

be derived from the most common residue at each position. We use this term in a much stricter 

sense. We use phylogenetic software to predict the amino acid present in a particular position at 

each node on our tree based on our sequence alignments. Thus in our analysis, “consensus” takes 

on an evolutionary significance. We reserve use of this term for instances in which the software 

is able to unambiguously assign a particular amino acid in a position at a particular node on the 

tree (of course, we recognize that interpretation of this is subject to the assumptions native to the 

computer program, the accuracy of the supertree, and other limitations). For example, in position 

61 (Fig. 1), the consensus at the node Bilateria is glutamine (Q). 

 

Conserved. This term has very specific meaning to those who study evolutionary biology, 

usually used to describe a trait that was inherited and carried on from a common ancestor. The 

genetics and biochemistry language regarding nucleotide and amino acid sequences uses this 

term to indicate a neutral change – a substitution that does not have great consequence in 

functionality. For example, changing a serine to a threonine is often a conserved change. 

Because of its utility, this term will be used here in both contexts, but its meaning should be 

clear. 

 

Convergence. In evolutionary biology, convergence of a trait can be considered in some ways 

the opposite of conservation of a trait. “Convergence” is used in our study in instances in which 

two taxa have the same amino acid at a given position, but the larger alignment reveals that they 

did not inherit this similarity from their last common ancestor and instead acquired it 

independently. For example, in position 61 (Fig. 1), the methionines in Nematostella 
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(“NematoS23”) and Xenopus Smad2 (“XSmad2”) were acquired independently rather than 

inherited from their common ancestor, which makes them convergent. 

 

N- or C-Terminal. These are the conventional terms for the two ends of a protein chain. A 

protein is created from its N-terminus (the “start site” on the RNA) to it’s C-terminus. The N-

terminus has an amino group on it (chemical notation NH2), and the C-terminus has a carboxyl 

group on it (chemical notation COOH). The chemistry is not important here, but it is useful 

terminology and more correct than saying “beginning” and “end” of a protein. 

 

Oligomers. From the Greek oligos or “few,” and meros, or “part,” this term describes several 

molecules joined together. Smad proteins can exist singly (a monomer), or join together in a pair 

(a dimer) or as three (a trimer). Furthermore, the same two molecules in a dimer is a homodimer, 

whereas two different molecules is a heterodimer. Smads can exist in any of these states, but they 

usually form heterodimers or heterotrimers when activated, depending on what other co-factors 

are present and which genes are being targeted [19]. 

 

 

PHYLOGENETIC APPROACH 

 
 We explored the evolution of the Smad2/3 functional domains in depth by comparing the 

protein sequences of phylogenetically diverse animals and reconstructing ancestral states of 

protein sequence using parsimony methods. Our dual objective was to (1) test whether there is 

amino acid variation in functionally important positions known from the literature, and (2) 

identify variable positions that could have a yet-undiscovered effect on protein function. We use 

the basic chemical characteristics of the amino acids to determine whether the variations were 

likely to have an effect on protein structure or function. 

Our primary aim was to identify amino acid positions or regions that vary among the taxa 

used in our previous experiments, specifically NvSmad2/3 and XSmad2, which showed 

intriguing differences in their ability to activate expression responses in downstream genes. To 
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reveal the protein sequence differences in our experimental taxa, we first created a protein 

sequence alignment of XSmad2, XSmad3, dSmad2, and NvSmad2/3. This exclusive alignment 

was useful in that it made amino acid differences conspicuous, however, an alignment with so 

few, distantly related taxa was not a robust basis for drawing conclusions on the evolutionary 

histories of traits (in this case, amino acid residues). It would be impossible to determine whether 

an amino acid difference is apomorphic of a particular taxon, or synapomorphic of a larger group 

that is otherwise not represented in the alignment.  

For example, if taxa A, B, and D  in Figure 2 had an arginine in position 56, and taxon C 

had a serine (blue), several very different scenarios become possible. Each of these scenarios 

could lead us to false conclusions about the evolutionary history of position 56. In scenario I, it 

appears that the serine is typical and representative of taxon C’s lineage. However, if we 

consider more taxonomic groups and add them to the tree, the discrepancies become clear. 

Scenario II illustrates that the serine is not representative of all of taxon C’s lineage, some of 

which share the arginine with A, B, and D. While this does not have any effect on the consensus 

at node 2, scenario III does. In scenario III, the shift from arginine to serine happens at node 2, 

and it is rather node 1 that represents variation from the typical condition (serine). In scenario IV, 

node 1 and taxon D represent independent deviations from the consensus of a serine at position 

56. While the concept of parsimony deems that scenarios requiring more steps (III and IV) are 

less likely, having only four taxa on the tree does not instill great confidence in the 

representation of evolutionary history (for example, see Figure 1 for an 11-step character 

evolution reconstruction from this analysis).  

To more robustly test the evolutionary history of the amino acid differences found on the 

four taxon alignment, we also created a larger, more inclusive alignment of around 30 taxa from 

phylogenetically important position spanning all of Metazoa. We used this more inclusive 

alignment to determine the character history of particularly interesting or variant positions 

discovered in the primary analysis. Using this approach, we first focused on amino acid positions 

and regions reported in the literature to be of functional or structural importance in Smad 

proteins. After looking at these reported regions, we went through the entire amino acid sequence 

and identified any further variation that may not have been captured in the first analysis. The 
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amino acid sequence of the linker region was not available for all taxa, so MH1 and MH2 

regions were aligned and analyzed separately. 

 Naturally, an analysis of this kind is only as good as the phylogenetic tree on which it is 

based. There has been much debate over the topology of the metazoan tree, especially the 

placement of the basal, non-bilaterian clades (cnidarians, ctenophores, placozoans, and sponges). 

Changing the position of these taxa can significantly alter our understanding of the course of 

animal evolution and the potential anatomy of long-extinct ancestors at key nodes [20]. In an 

attempt to resolve the basal groups of the metazoan tree, both morphological and molecular 

methods have been hindered by problems with long branch attraction and limited taxon sampling 

[20, 21]. In terms of morphology, certain authors argue that many morphological and 

embryological traits may be more evolutionarily plastic that previously believed [21]. Likewise, 

molecular studies are vulnerable to limited choice of available genetic material and inadequate 

selection of organisms [20-22].  

We have used many sources to assemble and verify our supertrees (Figs. 3, 4), which 

largely follow a metazoan tree resulting from a recent phylogenomic study designed specifically 

to address issues that have obfuscated previous attempts, such as long branch attraction and 

inadequate taxonomic diversity [20]. This study also provides direct evidence for inappropriate 

outgroup choice being the likely cause of previous topologies requiring key eumetazoan traits 

such as nerve and muscle cells to have arisen independently several times. Importantly, this 

study reconfirms the monophyly of Porifera and revives some traditional clades that were not 

supported by other recent studies, such as Coelenterata which unites cnidarians and ctenophores 

as sister groups [21, 22]. Additionally, we used studies dedicated to particular clades within 

Bilateria, such as deuterostomes [23, 24], insects [25, 26], arthropods [27, 28], ecdysozoans [29], 

and lophotrochozoans [30].  
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METHODS 

 
Selection of taxa and protein sequence collection  

 We prioritized inclusion of a wide selection of taxa from major metazoan groups, but 

were limited to taxa with genomic data available. We used protein sequences from GenBank 

(National Center for Biotechnology Information, NCBI) when available, otherwise we collected 

them from Ensembl (European Bioinformatics Institute) or retrieved sequences from individual 

genome databases (often Joint Genomes Institute, JGI) (see Table 1 for accession numbers). In 

some cases, we were only able to acquire partial sequences. Partial sequences may have yielded 

the MH1 domain but not the MH2 domain, or vice versa, which resulted in slightly different 

numbers of taxa in two analyses (Figs. 3, 4).  

 In the instances in which Smad2/3 orthologs had to be searched in un-annotated genomic 

databases, we used Xenopus Smad2 as our search sequence. Often the search results would be 

returned as long strings of nucleotides (called “scaffolds” or “contigs”). In these cases, the 

scaffolds were loaded into MacVector (version 7.1.1, MacVector Inc.) and the exons of the 

Smad2/3 genes were isolated individually, assembled by hand, and then translated into the 

protein sequence. Orthologs were confirmed by “reciprocal” searching, in which they were 

searched against the entirety of the NCBI protein database. In all cases, results were exclusively 

Smad2/3 orthologs. 

 

Taxonomy 

The following are organized by phylum, with important larger taxonomic groups 

indicated on the phylum heading. See Tables 1 and 2 for sources and accession numbers. 

 

Deuterostomia 

Chordata 

Mammals: Our preliminary alignments demonstrated that placental mammals have nearly 

identical Smad sequences, so we chose the human (Homo sapiens) to represent the group being 

that the human genome has been sequenced several times over and data are highly reliable. For 
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marsupials, we were able to collect partial Smad2/3 orthologs from the possum (Monodelphis 

domestica) genome. The newly finished platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus) genome provided 

us with a full Smad2 and a partial Smad3 sequence. 

Saurians: The chicken (Gallus gallus) is the model organism for birds, and had both 

Smad2/3 orthologs, whereas the finch (Taeniopygia guttata) genome had a useable Smad2 

sequence only. Genomic resources for non-avian reptiles are lacking at this time. Unfortunately, 

nascent genomic projects involving alligator, snake, and turtle were either unavailable or yielded 

no useable Smad sequence. The Anolis lizard (Anolis carolinensis) genome contained  a full 

Smad2 sequence, but only a partial Smad3 sequence.  

Amphibians: We used Smad2/3 orthologs from the African clawed frog, Xenopus laevis. 

The axolotl (Ambystoma mexicanum) Smad2/3 protein sequences exactly matched the frog 

sequences in some regions, and in other regions were so divergent as to not be useful for 

establishing synapomorphies, thus they were not included. 

 Teleost Fishes: We included Smad2/3 sequences from the model organism the zebrafish 

(Danio rerio), which has three orthologs (one version of Smad2 and two versions of Smad3, a 

and b). No genomic resources are yet available for any taxa outside of teleosts. 

 Other vertebrates: The lamprey (Petromyzon murinus) genome has been sequenced, but 

not annotated (the process by which the genetic sequence data are analyzed and individual genes 

are named and described). In our database search, we discovered a single Smad2/3 ortholog. As 

the lamprey represents a phylogenetically important position for determining the placement of 

the Smad2/3 duplication event, we double-checked our original search results to make sure we 

had found all Smad2/3 orthologs from this taxon. We received the same search result, which 

suggests that the Smad2/3 duplication event happened not at the level of Vertebrata, but rather 

closer to the level of Gnathostomata. 

 Tunicates (Urochordates): We used sequence data from the vase tunicate (Ciona 

intestinalis) and the sea pineapple (Halocynthia roretzi). We chose to use Smad2/3 ortholog B 

from the vase tunicate and exclude ortholog A because A was so divergent it would not be useful 

in reconstructing ancestral states. For MH2 analysis, we used the sea pineapple instead of the 

vase tunicate for the same reason. 
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Cephalochordates: Amphioxus, Branchiostoma floridae. 

Hemichordata (Ambulocraria) 

The acorn worm, Saccoglossus kowalevskii. 

Echinodermata (Ambulocraria)  

The purple sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus. 

 

Protostomia 

Arthropoda (Ecdysozoa) 

 Insects: The orders of insects showed more variation that the orders of placental 

mammals, so we included more members in our analysis (we were of course limited to insects 

for which genetic data are available). We used Smad2/3 orthologs from the fruit fly 

(Dropsophila melanogaster) and the mosquito (Anopheles gambiae) from the order Diptera, the 

beetle (Tribolium castaneum) from the order Coleoptera, and the honeybee (Apis mellifera) from 

the order Hymenoptera.  

 Branchiopods: the water flea, Daphnia pulex.  

Nematoda (Ecdysozoa) 

The roundworm, Trichinella spiralis. 

Mollusca (Lophotrochozoa) 

 The sea snail, Lottia gigantea. 

Annelida (Lophotrochozoa) 

The polycheate worm, Capitella telata.  

Platyhelminthes (Lophotrochozoa) 

The flatworms Schistosoma masoni and Schmidtea mediterranea. 

  

Cnidaria 

 The starlet sea anemone, Nematostella vectensis.  

 

Ctenophora 

 The comb jelly, Mnemiopsis leidyi. 
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Placozoa 

 There is a single species in this phylum, Trichoplax adherens. 

 

Porifera 

 The demosponge, Amphimedon queenslandica. 

 

 

Ancestral state reconstruction 

 We considered the MH1 region to span from the very beginning of the protein to the end 

of the sixth ! strand, as this is the region discussed in structural literature addressing the MH1 

region [8, 11, 31]. We consider the MH2 region to span from five residues before the first ! 

strand to the very end of the protein, as this is the region analyzed in literature concerning the 

MH2 region [10-12]. Amino acid sequences were loaded into MacVector (version 7.1.1, 

MacVector Inc.) and multiple sequence alignment was performed by hand. Alignments were 

opened in Mesquite [32] and we used the Trace Character History function using a parsimony 

reconstruction to analyze the amino acid positions one by one.  

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

 Due to the length of this analysis, we present our results in small sections with 

discussion, and additional discussion and future directions at the end of parts I and II. 

 

IA. Structures of the Smad2/3 MH1 Domain 

 There were 172 amino acid positions in our three-taxon protein alignment of the MH1 

region. Of these, 68 were invariant among the three taxa. dSmad2 showed the most individual 

variation, with 32 positions varying in this taxon only. We will now discuss the structurally and 
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functionally important regions individually. Many of these positions were reported from crystal 

structure analysis of human Smad3. 

 

The Hydrophobic Core (positions 125-132, and 40)  

 These amino acids make the hydrophobic center of the Smad protein, and were almost 

exclusively invariant. The only exception was position 129 was a cysteine in all orthologs except 

XSmad2, in which it was a serine. This does not guarantee a conserved substitution: hydrophobic 

cysteine is almost always found buried in the center of the protein, whereas serine is more 

indifferent about its position, but more often found in functional areas on the surface [33]. In the 

larger alignment, these core amino acids show no variation except the serine in XSmad2 position 

129. 

 

The DNA-binding ! Hairpin (positions 111-122) 

 This region comprises ! strands 2 and 3 (and a few nearby amino acids in the L3 loop), 

and is primarily responsible for creating a “hairpin”-like structure that extends from the main 

protein body and binds to target DNA [8]. There was no variation in amino acids in this structure 

among XSmad2, XSmad3, or NvSmad2/3. dSmad2, however, was completely different in the 

first nine amino acids of the hairpin (111-119), which prevent its binding to DNA [34]. It is 

important to note that although XSmad2 has an intact ! hairpin, it does not bind DNA directly. 

This is likely due to the extra exon directly preceding the amino acids of the ! hairpin and 

possibly disrupting its function by displacing it on the protein [35].  

 Interestingly, the ! hairpin appeared to be significantly altered in all of the insects in our 

larger alignment (Drosophila melanogaster, Anopheles gambiae, Tribolium castaneum, and Apis 

mellifera), however each had distinct sequence modifications that did not match one another. 

This suggests that the region was released from stabilizing selective pressure and allowed 

accumulated unique random mutations through the evolution of different insect lineages. 

Furthermore, the ! hairpin was intact and conserved in another arthropod, the branchiopod 

Daphnia pulex, indicating that this phenomenon was restricted to a clade within Hexapoda 

(further analysis would be required to determine which clade). In all other taxa across the 
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metazoan tree, the ! hairpin showed very little variation (and the few substitutions were 

chemically conserved). 

 

Contacting the Smad box nucleotides  

Three residues directly contact and hydrogen bond to the “Smad box” nucleotides of 

target DNA: R114, Q116 (double hydrogen bonds), and K121. The residues are invariant except 

in dSmad2, which replaces serine 114 with proline (non-conserved) and glutamine 116 with a 

glycine (glycine is known for conformational flexibility, resulting in dubious chemical 

conservation). 

 

Contacting the DNA backbone  

Three residues directly contact and bond to the DNA backbone: L111, Q116, and S118. 

These residues are invariant except in dSmad2, which instead has K111, G116, and H118. These 

substitutions are unlikely to be chemically conserved, and the DNA-binding ability of dSmad2 

has been shown to be compromised [34]. The only DNA contact outside of the ! hairpin is at 

H140, which contacts the DNA backbone [8]. This histidine only varies in dSmad2, where it is a 

glutamine (this area is further discussed in the Macromolecular Interaction section below). 

Interestingly, although the residues of the DNA-binding ! hairpin are altered in insects, this 

histidine residue is conserved in the larger metazoan alignment, suggesting the potential for other 

important functions. 

  

Zinc-binding Core Residues 

 There are four amino acids at the center of human Smad3 that bind a zinc atom: C74, 

C151, C163, and H160. Experimental removal of the zinc atom led to reduced DNA-binding 

activity [9]. The four zinc-binding residues were invariant in our three taxon alignment and the 

larger alignment. 
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Nuclear Localization Signal (positions 50-54, and 114)  

 The basic end of !-helix H2 (KKLKK) has been established as the nuclear localization 

signal. Mutation of this motif in Smad4 ceased nuclear accumulation of Smad4; however, 

experimental addition of this motif to a control protein was not sufficient by itself to cause 

nuclear translocation [36, 37]. The four lysine (K) residues were invariant in our three taxon 

alignment, but dSmad2 contains a substitution: isoleucine (I) for leucine (L). These non-reactive 

amino acids are extremely similar in chemical properties and considered largely interchangeable 

[33]. In the larger alignment, only one other taxon varies at this residue: Anopheles gambiae, 

which has another potentially conserved substitution, methionine.  

At least one residue outside of the KKLKK basic motif has been shown to be important 

for nuclear translocation: R114 [36]. This position is invariant in XSmad2, XSmad3, and 

NvSmad2/3, however it is part of the altered " hairpin of dSmad2, which substitutes the serine 

(R) with a proline (P). Proline’s very particular shape is prone to creating bends and turns in the 

protein structure, which makes its substitution usually non-conserved [33]. Despite this, dSmad2 

exhibits normal nuclear translocation [34], which may signify the primary importance of the 

KKLKK motif in nuclear localization of Smads. Our data show that other insects also vary at 

R114, but Drosophila experiments [34] suggest that nuclear translocation in these taxa should 

not be affected. 

 

Structural Integrity 

 Several residues have been predicted to play a role in maintaining local structural 

integrity of the protein, mainly through hydrogen bonding to nearby residues. In the human 

Smad3, Q33 and R120 form a hydrogen bond network with E37 that is important for the 

integrity of local structure. This network is further stabilized by hydrogen bond with protein 

backbone residue N34 [8]. Q33 and N34 were present in all gnathostomes, but absent in all other 

taxa. Notably, our larger alignment indicated that an asparagine (N) can be aligned to position 37 

in dSmad2, but it was not present in any other non-vertebrate taxon, and therefore independently 

derived in dSmad2. E37 and R120 both showed only a few, highly conserved changes across the 
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larger alignment. These data suggest that gnathostome Smad2/3 orthologs may have additional 

points of molecular stabilization. 

 

Functional Integrity  

 Many residues are predicted to be important for the role of stabilizing and supporting 

critical functional areas of the protein. This is accomplished mainly through hydrogen bonding 

and van der Waals forces.  

 

Stabilizing the ! hairpin 

 The ! hairpin is stabilized from within by hydrogen bonds between L115 and G122, 

Q116 and K121, and V117 and R120 [8]. ! strand 2 (LQV) of the ! hairpin is variant in insects, 

but ! strand 3 (RKG) of the hairpin is conserved in all 29 taxa in our larger alignment. The ! 

hairpin is further supported by van der Waals interactions between L115 and V117 and the 

hydrophobic core of the molecule [8], which would also be disrupted in insects depending on the 

chemical nature of the substituted residues.  

 

Stabilizing the L3 loop 

 Several amino acids of the L3 loop are part of the ! hairpin and participate in contacting 

DNA [8]. Smad box-binding arginine R114 is stabilized by hydrogen bonds from D112, which is 

invariant except in insects. The L3 loop itself is stabilized from within by an additional hydrogen 

bond between S110 and G113 [8], which are invariant in all taxa except insects. (The authors 

wish to stress that the abilities of the insect amino acid substitutions to form the necessary 

hydrogen bonds outlined here cannot be assessed in this type of analysis. It is possible that 

modifications that disrupt DNA binding may still be able to form hydrogen bonds and stabilize 

the overall protein structure.) 

 

Macromolecular Interactions 

 Protein-protein interactions take place mainly via the MH2 region, but the structure of the 

MH1 domain indicates a few areas that may be suitable for macromolecular interactions: 
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residues P135 and D136, which form part of a “double loop” region with loop L4 [8]. These two 

residues were invariant in both our three taxon alignment and our larger alignment.  

All 11 residues of loop L4 were nearly identical in XSmad2, XSmad3, and NvSmad2/3, 

but three positions showed some variation in dSmad2. Position 128 was a  histidine in XSmad2 

and XSmad3, and a glutamine in dSmad2 and NvSmad2/3. The larger alignment indicated that 

the histidine is vertebrate-specific, and the majority of non-vertebrate taxa have glutamine in this 

position. This was not the case for the other two differences in the dSmad2 sequence in this 

region: histidines 140 and 141 were also modified in dSmad2, but these substitutions appeared to 

be Drosophila-specific. Histidine possesses unique chemical properties (it is flexible in having a 

positive or neutral charge), and its presence (or absence) may change the functionality of a 

region [33]. It is possible that dSmad2 may have some alterations to this macromolecular 

interaction zone that effect what interactions take place here. 

 

Mutations Identified Through Cancer Cell Lines 

 Several amino acid positions have been discovered to be altered in human cancer cells. 

The following positions were reported to be altered in cancers caused by Smad4 mutation: Y128, 

R133, N163, P164 [31]. These positions were invariant in both of our alignments and matched 

the reported wild type Smad4 sequence exactly, strongly suggesting important functional or 

structural roles for these residues. 

 

 

IB. Other variation in the Smad2/3 MH1 Domain 

dSmad2 was the most variable ortholog in the regions of Smad2/3 reported to have 

functional and structural importance, but XSmad2 and NvSmad2/3 varied from each other very 

little. We focused outside of these known conserved regions to look for areas of variation 

between XSmad2 and NvSmad2/3. Here we report any variation that was not captured in the 

previous analysis.  
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!-Helix H2 

 XSmad2 and XSmad3 both had a cysteine at position 41, whereas dSmad2 had a serine, 

and NvSmad2/3 an alanine. This position is right next to W40, which is part of the hydrophobic 

core. Cysteine is very hydrophobic and will usually be found buried at the center of the protein. 

Alanine is weakly hydrophobic and largely unreactive and indifferent about its position. Serine, 

however, while indifferent about its position in the protein, is quite reactive and common at 

functional areas [33]. The larger alignment showed that the cysteine was common to 

gnathostomes, while other bilaterians had the serine, and non-bilaterian taxa had the alanine. The 

gnathostome cysteine could be acting as another point of stabilization of the molecular core. 

 

Region between !-Helices H2 and H3 

 Position 55 showed some variation: threonine in XSmad2 and NvSmad2/3, serine in 

XSmad3, and asparagine in dSmad2. Serine and threonine substitute very well for one another, 

but the asparagine (dSmad2) may not be chemically equivalent [33]. The larger alignment 

revealed that XSmad3 was unique among deuterostomes, which mostly had the threonine. 

Interestingly, the asparagine in dSmad2 was unique among protostomes. Arthropods all had 

serine and Drosophila was the only member to deviate. Unlike bilaterians, non-bilaterians 

showed a lot of variation at this position; the cnidarian and ctenophore had threonine, the 

placozoan had lysine, and the sea sponge had glutamine.  

 In position 57 of our three-taxon alignment, the bilaterians had glutamine and 

NvSmad2/3 had a glycine. Glycine is a relatively flexible amino acid, and other properties of 

these amino acids also make the conservation of this variant uncertain. The larger alignment 

revealed a very different pattern: rather than being bilaterian-specific, the glutamine was in fact 

vertebrate-specific. Most other bilaterians, and all non-bilaterians, had the glycine at this 

position. Drosophila was the only ecdysozoan to have glutamine, which indicates that it is 

convergent with the vertebrate glutamine.  
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!-Helix H3 – Loop L2 

 This area contained some of the most interesting differences that we found in the three-

taxon alignment. Five positions in a row (67-71) showed variation in which NvSmad2/3 was 

distinct from the bilaterian orthologs.  

 Position 67: the bilaterians had threonine, whereas NvSmad2/3 had an asparagine. Both 

of these amino acids are polar and can be found on the protein surface in active areas [33], which 

suggests potential conservation. The larger alignment showed that most bilaterians had either 

threonine or serine (which are more or less interchangeable), but there was little consensus 

outside of Bilateria. All four non-bilaterian taxa had a different amino acid at this position and 

markedly lacked chemical conservation (e.g. Trichoplax had a hydrophobic cysteine, while 

Amphimedon had a polar, hydrophilic glutamine). 

 Position 68: the bilaterians had glutamine, and NvSmad2/3 had proline. Proline is unique 

in its inflexible conformation and tendency to introduce kinks and bends. It is usually found on 

the protein surface, but is not very reactive (unlike glutamine, which is very reactive) [33]. The 

larger alignment confirms that the glutamine was common to bilaterians, whereas there was no 

consensus outside of Bilateria.   

 Position 69: XSmad2 and dSmad2 had aspartate in this position, XSmad3 had a serine, 

and NvSmad2/3 had a glycine. Aspartate and serine are both polar and can be found in surface 

active sites. Glycine is small like serine, but is likely functionally distinct due to its 

conformational flexibility and ability to form tight turns [33]. The larger alignment revealed that 

the serine of XSmad3 was unique among vertebrate Smad2/3 orthologs, all others of which had 

asparagine in this position (e.g. XSmad2). The larger alignment also revealed that the asparagine 

in dSmad2 was, in all likelihood, convergent with that of vertebrates. There was little consensus 

at this position outside of vertebrates. Non-vertebrate bilaterian taxa varied among asparagine, 

serine, and aspartate. The glycine was common outside of Bilateria, except for the sponge, which 

had a asparagine. 

 Position 70: XSmad2 and dSmad2 had cysteine, whereas XSmad3 had a leucine, and 

NvSmad2/3 had an isoleucine. All of these are hydrophobic. Leucine and isoleucine are very 
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similar and largely interchangeable [33]. These residues have potential to be chemically 

conserved. The larger alignment offered little clarity beyond the verification that the cysteines of 

XSmad2 and dSmad2 were convergent. There was no consensus among vertebrates, 

deuterostomes, protostomes, or bilaterians. Outside of Bilateria, proline appeared to be common, 

and Nematostella was the only taxon with an isoleucine. 

 Position 71: XSmad2 had an asparagine, XSmad3 a serine, dSmad2 a glutamine, and 

NvSmad2/3 an alanine. Asparagine, serine, and glutamine are polar and can be found in surface 

active sites, but alanine is non-polar and non-reactive and normally found in non-critical regions 

[33]. The larger alignment revealed that the serine of XSmad3 is unique among gnathostome 

orthologs, which otherwise had asparagine (e.g. XSmad2). There was no consensus outside of 

gnathostomes, and the glutamine of dSmad2 was unique among protostome orthologs. No 

consensus could be made outside of Bilateria either, and the alanine of NvSmad2/3 was also 

singular.  

 

!-Helix H4 

 XSmad2 contained a serine in position 129, while all other orthologs contained a 

cysteine. These two amino acids have virtually opposite chemical properties and do not 

substitute well [33]. This has the potential to be a change with functional consequences. The 

larger alignment showed striking conservation of the cysteine residue at this position, which was 

present in all 28 other taxa without exception. 

 

" Strand B4 – Loop L5 

 A stretch of closely-spaced amino acid positions in this region showed some noteworthy 

variability.  

Position 145: XSmad2 and XSmad3 both contained an alanine, whereas dSmad2 and 

NvSmad2/3 contained proline, which has some unique structural properties and does not 

substitute well [33]. The larger alignment showed a remarkable pattern of frequent substitution 

involving these two amino acids. Proline appeared to be the consensus outside of Bilateria, with 

alanine present in Mnemiopsis. In contrast, alanine appeared to be the consensus within Bilateria, 
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with proline present in distantly related groups such as tunicates, platyhelminthes, and 

Holometabola (the clade within insects that unites Drosophila, Anopheles, and Tribolium to the 

exclusion of Apis).  

The frequent substitution of alanine and proline at this position is quite curious due to 

their very different shapes, proline being prone to causing tight turns in the protein surface. 

However, both are non-reactive, and alanine is small and can at times be found at turns in the 

protein structure, thus there is some remote possibility that alanine and proline may be able to 

substitute without egregious alterations to structure. (However, this explanation is highly 

speculative and the issue will require much more detailed investigation to be resolved.) 

Position 146: all four orthologs had a different amino acid, but they were all hydrophobic 

residues of a similar nature and most likely fairly conserved in function. The erratic presence of 

different hydrophobic residues at this position was common on the larger alignment as well. 

Leucine appeared to be most common outside of Chordata (as opposed to isoleucine within 

vertebrates), and notably, the methionine substitution is restricted within tetrapod Smad3 and 

present in all representatives in this analysis.  

Position 148: again, all four orthologs contained a different amino acid at this position, 

but in this case there is less conservation. XSmad3 and NvSmad2/3 contain two mostly 

interchangeable residues that are hydrophobic and prefer to be buried (isoleucine and alanine, 

respectively), whereas XSmad2 and dSmad2 contain two active, polar amino acids commonly 

found in functional areas on the protein surface (asparagine and histidine, respectively). Histidine 

is chemically unique, however, and may not be an equivalent substitution. 

The larger analysis revealed that only tetrapod Smad2 had any kind of consensus at this 

position, all members had the hydrophilic, reactive asparagine. In contrast, similar hydrophobic, 

non-reactive residues leucine, methionine, and valine were present randomly in gnathostome 

Smad3. There was no consensus in non-gnathostome deuterostomes, protostomes, or non-

bilaterians. 

Position 151: bilaterians had tyrosine and NvSmad2/3 had phenylalanine. These amino 

acids are almost identical to one another, they are both aromatic, hydrophobic residues that 

prefer to be buried in the protein. This would be a chemically conserved change [33]. The larger 
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alignment confirmed that these two amino acids substitute with some frequency and randomness 

in this position across the animal tree. 

Position 154: XSmad2 had an asparagine, dSmad2 had a histidine, and XSmad3 and 

NvSmad2/3 had a serine in the position. The larger metazoan alignment showed further random 

and frequent variation among these three amino acids, threonine, and glutamine. The consensus 

between Smad2 and Smad3 at gnathostomes was uncertain, but Smad2 showed consensus with 

asparagine. No other clades exhibited any other consensus or pattern in this position. Given the 

varying chemical properties of these five amino acids, the substitutions in this position are of 

unknown conservation. 

 

Region between ! Strands B5 and B6 

Position 165 is a tyrosine in bilaterians and a phenylalanine in NvSmad2/3. These amino 

acids are almost identical to one another, they are both aromatic, hydrophobic residues that 

prefer to be buried in the protein. This would be a chemically conserved change [33]. The larger 

alignment reveals that the ctenophore also contains phenylalanine at this position, but all other 

taxa have the tyrosine. 

 

 

IC. MH1 Discussion and Future Directions 

In the MH1 domain, we found that dSmad2 was the most divergent among our 

experimental taxa. We also identified several positions in which dSmad2 differed from its much-

closer insect relatives and diverged in a way that converged on XSmad2. Both of these points are 

intriguing in light of our previous experimental results that indicate that similar inductive 

capabilities in dSmad2 and its vertebrate counterparts. We found remarkable conservation in 

residues that comprise the core of the molecule, as well as those that stabilize the protein 

structure. Gnathostomes contained a few additional points of stabilization, but were otherwise 

conserved in these regions. The DNA-binding ! hairpin also showed nearly absolute 

conservation, except in the insects, which showed unique sets of substitutions in each species, 

strongly suggesting relaxed selective pressure on the ! hairpin in these taxa.  
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Variation outside of the known functional regions in the MH1 may be more suitable to 

mutagenesis experiments. The region of !-helix H3 through loop L2 showed interesting variation 

with very little consensus. This region is not discussed in the literature to date and may represent 

a region in which natural amino acid mutations could have small effects on the protein without 

deleterious functional effects. The invariant cysteine in position 129 that is changed to a serine in 

XSmad2 also deserves experimental consideration, given the great disparity in the chemical 

properties of cysteine and serine and the otherwise absolute conservation of cysteine.  

After inspecting the crystal structure of the Smad3 MH1 molecule bound to DNA (from 

[8], via NCBI Structure Summary Molecular Modeling Database, MMDB ID 50286) and 

mapping the variation noted in the sections above, we suggest several positions on which to 

focus mutagenesis experiments.  

A. Position 41. Serine was very common in this position outside of gnathostomes (which 

have a cysteine), but this residue appears to be part of the hydrophobic core of the molecule. We 

suggest mutating this position to serine in XSmad3 and XSmad2 to reveal structural or functional 

differences. 

B. Positions 67-71. This region is between helix H3 and loop L2 on the outside of the 

molecule. These positions showed much variation in the 29 taxon alignment, especially in 

NvSmad2/3. We would mutagenized this region in XSmad2 to match that of NvSmad2/3 in 

order to test for structural or functional differences. We would also suggest binding assays to this 

region in XSmad2, XSmad3, and NvSmad2/3 in order to reveal potential binding partners. 

C. Position 129. This position is part of the hydrophobic core. Hydrophobic cysteine was 

nearly invariant here except for XSmad2, which had a serine. To elucidate structural or 

functional differences involving this amino acid substitution, we would create an XSmad2 with 

cysteine at this position and an XSmad3 with serine at this position. We would be especially 

interested in structural and functional differences caused by these changes. 

D. Positions 145-148. This region is a loop on the outside of the molecule, leading into 

one of the residues that holds the zinc atom. The 29 taxon alignment showed a lot of variation in 

this region, especially at position 148. We would suggest targeted mutagenesis experiments to 

determine whether any of these amino acid substitutions cause structural or functional 
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differences between proteins. There are notable differences between XSmad2, XSmad3, and 

NvSmad2/3 that could be tested for effect on protein activity. Being that this region is on the 

outside of the molecule, this would be another good candidate for binding assays to determine 

potential binding partners at this site. 

E. Position 154. This position is at a turn on the outside of the molecule, and showed 

prevalent variation in the 29 taxon alignment. Targeted mutagenesis experiments will reveal 

whether these amino acid substitutions have slightly different structures. 

 

 

IIA. Structures of the Smad2/3 MH2 Domain 

 There were 200 amino acid positions in our three-taxon protein alignment of the MH2 

region. The larger alignment used 33 taxa. We will now discuss the structurally and functionally 

important regions individually.  

 

Receptor Interactions (L3 Loop) 

 Two amino acid residues are absolutely critical to the specificity of an R-Smad to the 

correct receptor [11]. For Smad2/3, it is R160 and T163, which are invariant in our alignment. 

Two additional residues are important for specificity, T165 and S166, which were also invariant. 

Eight more amino acids of the L3 Loop have been shown to be important for binding to the 

receptor [11], and these were all invariant as well. 

 Natural tumorigenic mutations in Smad4 have led to the discovery of residues in Smad3 

that are important to phosphorylation by the receptor. Mutation of E14 to alanine prevented 

phosphorylation of Smad3 by the receptor and showed defects in subsequent oligomerization 

[16]. E14 is invariant in both of our alignments. 

 

Cytoplasmic Anchoring 

 Smad2 is held at the membrane-bound receptor by cytoplasmic retention factor, SARA. 

The interface between these two molecules takes the form of a large sheet from SARA covering 

many hydrophobic regions on the Smad2/3 surface, most notably ! strand B1, ! strands B5 and 
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B6, and a surface groove created by ! strands B8 and B9 and the small loop connecting H2 to B8 

[12]. Many of these residues are also involved in co-factor binding and nuclear import, thus 

SARA not only holds the Smad to the receptor to await extra-cellular ligand signals, it also 

competes for the Smad and prevents ligand-independent complex formation [38]. Twenty one 

hydrophobic residues are critical to stabilize the Smad2/SARA interface by coordinating either 

hydrogen bonds or van der Waals contacts [12, 39], and all of these were invariant in our 

alignments.  

 

Mediating Smad-Smad Interaction 

 Once activated by C-terminal phosphorylation, Smads can join in dimers (two) or trimers 

(three). A homotrimer has three of the same Smad, where as a heterodimer has R-Smads and Co-

Smads. The MH2 domain contains the residues and structures that form these bonds. 

 

The C-terminal Serines  

Smad molecules exist by themselves in monomers unless the are phosphorylated at two 

C-terminal serines, S198 and S200, which will bind into the Loop-Strand Pocket of an adjacent 

Smad [10]. Phosphorylation causes a slight conformational change in the region and gives the C 

terminus a negative charge. Experimental mutation of these serines to alanine prevents 

phosphorylation, and Smad2 does not dissociate from the receptor [10]. Serines 198 and 200 

were invariant in both our exclusive and inclusive alignments. 

Phosphorylated serine (pSer)198 is supported by hydrogen bond with its neighbor in 

position 199 [10]. This position was a methionine in XSmad2 and dSmad2, but it was a valine 

(V) in XSmad3 and NvSmad2/3. These residues are chemically similar and are most likely 

functionally conserved [33]. Our larger 33 taxon alignment illuminated some interesting patterns 

regarding this position. Outside of Bilateria, valine is predominant (it is present in all taxa except 

the sponge, which ends at position 198). Methionine appears to be the consensus for all 

bilaterians, except for gnathostome Smad3 and platyhelminthes, both of which have valine. 
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The Loop-Strand Pocket (!8 Strand + L3 Loop) 

 This positively charged pocket accepts the phosphorylated C-terminal serines  (which are 

negatively charged) of the adjacent molecule during dimer- and trimerization [10]. In the Loop-

Strand Pocket of the adjacent molecule, pSer198 makes three hydrogen bonds with Y159 of L3 

and K108 of B8. Both of these are invariant in our alignment. K108 also coordinates the vital 

hydrogen bond network detailed below. 

pSer200 hydrogen bonds to K153 and R161 of the Loop-Strand Pocket. The bond of 

pSer200 and K153 is supported by further bonds from nearby S197 (which does not get 

phosphorylated) [10]. The bond of pSer200 and R161 is supported by intramolecular bonds 

between R161 and R160 [10]. All four of these lysines (K153, R160, R161, and S197) were 

invariant in our alignment. 

 

The Hydrophobic Pocket 

The hydrogen bonds linking the C-terminal pSerines of one monomer to the Loop-Strand 

Pocket of an adjacent monomer are strengthened by extensive van der Waals contacts elsewhere 

in the molecular interface [10]. Part of this network is the hydrophobic pocket, which interacts 

with an invariant cysteine at position 196 on the adjacent monomer. 

The hydrophobic pocket itself comprises M60, T61, H64, V152, and K153 [10]. Of these, 

only M60 showed any variation in our alignments. It was methionine in XSmad2 and 

NvSmad2/3, and leucine in XSmad3, which are more or less interchangeable residues based on 

their properties. However, dSmad2 had a glutamine at this position, which is not hydrophobic. 

Our larger alignment revealed that the glutamine is very common at position 60 outside of 

Chordata. NvSmad2/3 was the only non-bilaterian ortholog to have a methionine in this position, 

indicating that it is a convergence with XSmad2. This suggests that position 60 may not be 

necessary for the proper function of the hydrophobic pocket, and substitution with a hydrophobic 

residue at this position in Chordata (and in lophotrochazoans) might represent an additional, 

derived point of stabilization for this intermolecular contact zone.  
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Additional Smad-Smad Interfaces  

 I. D183 of one monomer hydrogen bonds to R43 of the adjacent monomer. R43 is 

stabilized by intramolecular contacts with D33. In turn, D33 is stabilized to the protein backbone 

by contacts from G34 and F35. D183 is stabilized by intramolecular interactions with Y1, T36, 

and D37 [10]. All of the residues involved in this network were invariant in our alignments. 

 II. D37 and S39 of one monomer hydrogen bond to S2 and Q180 of the adjacent 

monomer. This interface is stabilized by copious van der Waals forces [10]. The only one of 

these positions to show any variation in our alignment was S2, which was serine in XSmad2, 

cysteine in XSmad3, histidine in dSmad2, and threonine in NvSmad2/3. Serine and threonine are 

easily interchangeable, but cysteine and histidine have quite different chemical properties [33]. 

Our more inclusive alignment revealed that serine was the consensus for deuterostomes, and thus 

the cysteine at XSmad3 was derived. Serine may also be the consensus for protostomes, but the 

lophotrochozoans and platyhelminthes show too much variation to be certain. Serine is likely to 

be the consensus for Arthropoda at least, and the substitution with histidine in Drosophila and 

Anopheles is a derived state for this position. Outside of Bilateria, there is no consensus in this 

position. Serine and threonine will easily make the hydrogen bonds described for this position, 

but histidine and cysteine may not. It is possible that substitution at this position could diminish 

the Smad-Smad interaction to some extent. It is tantalizing to speculate that diminishing the 

Smad-Smad contact allows for some manner of differential function that is not deleterious, being 

that both dSmad2 and XSmad3 derived separate means of weakening the interaction  

 III. V52 on one monomer makes multiple contacts with Y13, V164, T165, and W170 on 

the adjacent monomer [10]. The only position that showed any variation on our alignments was 

V52, which was valine in bilaterians, and leucine in NvSmad2/3. These two residues are very 

similar in the chemical properties and easily interchangeable, making this a conserved change.   

 IV. There is an interface that is specific between Smad2 and Smad4 at one particular 

residue: D183. When this amino acid is mutated, Smad2 can no longer form complexes with 

Smad4 [10]. This position is invariant in all taxa in both our smaller and larger alignments.  

 V. E14 is predicted to participate in a dense network of intermolecular hydrogen and 

ionic bonds that also includes Y12, N51, and R54 [16]. There is a second network of 
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intermolecular bonding between R62 and Y135 of Smad3 and an aspartate on Smad4 [16]. All of 

these residues were invariant in both of our alignments. 

 

Nuclear Import/Export 

 Smad2 and 3 can interact directly with nuclear pore complexes (NPC) to be imported and 

exported from the nucleus. Cytoplasmic nucleoporin CAN/Nup214 and nuclear nucleoporin 

Nup153 mediate constant shuttling of Smad2/3 in and out of the NPC [38]. The nucleoporins 

have hydrophobic phenylalanine-glycine (FG) repeats that bind hydrophobic regions on the 

Smad surface [38]. The hydrophobic ! strands that bind to the cytoplasmic anchor, SARA, are 

predicted to play a large role in binding to nucleoporins as well (we discussed their high level of 

invariance above). Only a few residues have been tested experimentally for impact on 

nucleoporin interaction, including V131 and W181 [38, 40], which are invariant in both of our 

alignments.  

 

Co-Factor Interaction 

 Six residues in "-helix H2 are both necessary and sufficient for Smad2 binding to co-

factor FAST-1. If these amino acids are mutated, Smad2 cannot interact with FAST-1, and if 

they are experimentally added to Smad1, Smad1 gains the ability to bind to FAST-1 and 

associate with the promoter of Mix.2 (a Smad2-specific target gene) [17]. All of these positions 

were invariant in our alignment.  

 

Interaction Directly with Promoter Regions 

 Smads have a DNA-binding sequence in their MH2 regions, but they also interact with 

and bind to DNA promoter regions through hydrophobic patches on the MH2 surface. A Smad 

interacting motif (SIM) has been identified on promoters from Smad2/3 target genes, and the 

SIM binds to the same hydrophobic groove as the Smad cytoplasmic anchor SARA [41]. There 

are three key residues participating in hydrogen bonding between the SIM and Smad2/3 MH2, 

and eight more residues involved in intermolecular hydrophobic and ionic interactions [41]. All 
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11 of these are invariant in our exclusive alignment, and show only exceptional variation in the 

larger alignment. 

 

Inhibitor Interaction 

 c-Ski and SnoN are co-repressors that interact directly with Smad2/3 proteins and inhibit 

their signaling. The critical sites of interaction are S41 and E42. When these residues were 

mutated, Ski and SnoN no longer associated with Smad3; when they were added to Smad1, Ski 

and SnoN made novel associations with it [18]. Position S41 was invariant in our alignment, but 

E42 was an aspartate in NvSmad23. This is most likely a conserved change. The larger 

alignment showed the glutamate (E) is predominant in Metazoa, with only three taxa showing 

the aspartate (Nematostella, Trichoplax, and Schmidtea, a flatworm).   

The two-amino acid interaction is supported by a stretch of five amino acids that precedes 

it, positions 27-31 (QPSMT in Smad3) [18]. The only one of these positions to show any 

variation was 30, which was methionine in XSmad3, leucine in XSmad2 and NvSmad2/3, and 

isoleucine in dSmad2. Our more inclusive alignment revealed that leucine was the consensus for 

all metazoans, except for the methionine restricted to tetrapod Smad3, and isoleucine common to 

Arthropoda. These residues are all very similar and these should be conserved substitutions. 

 

Post-Translational Modifications 

 The Smad linker region is a major region for post-translational modifications that fine-

tune signal transduction, however there are a few regulatory sites present in the MH2 domain. 

Smad ubiquitination regulatory factor 2 (or Smurf2) attenuates Smad3 activity by adding small 

ubiquitin groups to the protein that block formation of Smad3 transcriptional complexes [42]. 

Smurf2 adds these modifications to four lysines in the MH2 region [42], the two prominent 

positions being K108 and K153, which were invariant on both our exclusive and more inclusive 

alignments. The other two lysines, K116 and K184, showed only minimal or conserved changes 

(substituted with arginine) on our large alignments. 

 Lysines can also be sites of positive regulation via acetylation, the adding of an acetyl 

functional group. There are many potential mechanism by which acetylation increases 
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transcription factor activity, including inhibition of nuclear export, increased DNA binding, or 

increased stability [43]. P300/CBP is a Smad co-activator which acetylates Smad3 at K153 [43]. 

As discussed above, this position is invariant in both of our alignments. Mutagenesis 

experiments further confirmed this lysine is absolutely critical to Smad2/3 function. 

Experimental substitution of K153 with arginine abolished Smad3 activity with its activating 

receptor, which prevented C-terminal phosphorylation and thus transcriptional activity [44].  

 Phosphorylation at the very C-terminal serines activates the Smad, but phosphate groups 

added to the rest of the protein will inhibit signaling by promoting the addition of ubiquitin 

groups. CKI!2 directly phosphorylates the MH2 domain at S193 [45]. This position was a serine 

in XSmad2, XSmad3, and NvSmad2/3, but an arginine in dSmad2. This is probably not a 

conserved substitution. Our larger alignment revealed that a serine in this position is restricted to 

vertebrates, and that the arginine was the consensus for the rest of Bilateria. Outside of Bilateria, 

there was no consensus, but it was clear that the serine in NvSmad2/3 was convergent. It is 

possible that Smad signal regulation by CKI!2 is unique to vertebrates. 

 

 

IIB. Other variation in the Smad2/3 MH2 Domain 

We found that the great majority of regions and positions known to have functional 

importance in the MH2 domain were conserved not only in our experimental animals, but across 

Metazoan taxa. Next we focused outside of these known conserved regions to look for areas of 

variation that were not captured in the previous analysis.  

 

Region before ! Strand B1 

 Position five was an alanine in bilaterians and a threonine in NvSmad2/3. Threonine is a 

much more active residue commonly found in functional areas, whereas alanine is very non-

reactive. This substitution is of unknown conservation. The larger alignment revealed that the 

alanine was characteristic of vertebrates, but there was no consensus in this position outside of 

vertebrates. Alanine also appeared in Arthropoda, but it was by no means a protostome 

consensus, making the alanine in dSmad2 convergent with that in XSmad2 and XSmad3.  
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! Strand B1 

Position six was a phenylalanine in bilaterians and a tyrosine in NvSmad2/3. These two 

amino acid substitute for one another quite well [33], making this likely to be a conserved 

change. Our larger alignment showed that the phenylalanine is the consensus for Eumetazoa, and 

that Nematostella and the flatworms are the only taxa to deviate from it. Interestingly, Trichoplax 

and Amphimedon have cysteine and histidine in this position, respectively. Both of these are 

amino acids of rather particular properties and might make non-conserved changes.  

 In position eleven, XSmad2 contained an alanine, while all other orthologs contained a 

serine. These two amino acids would most likely not be a conserved change. The larger 

alignment revealed that alanine was the consensus for Smad2, while serine was the consensus for 

Smad3. These two amino acids appeared randomly in the rest of deuterostomes and elude 

consensus, but serine appeared to be the consensus of protostomes and potentially Metazoa as 

well (with alanine being a common substitute at this position).  

 Bilaterians had a leucine in position 15, whereas NvSmad2 had a methionine. These 

residues are quite similar in their chemical properties. The larger alignment showed frequent 

appearance of both methionine and leucine in a manner that prevents a consensus, but it is 

possible that the leucines in the vertebrate orthologs and dSmad2 are convergent. 

 

! Strand B2 

 Position 17 was a glutamine in XSmad2 and XSmad3, and a threonine in dSmad2 and 

NvSmad2/3. Both of these residues are polar, uncharged, and common in protein active sites, but 

their conservation at this position is unknown. The larger alignment illustrated a very interesting 

pattern: the glutamine was the consensus for chordates, and threonine was the consensus for 

bilaterians. However, there is no consensus outside of Bilateria. Without better taxon sampling or 

a more supported tree, it cannot be determined whether the threonine in NvSmad2/3 is 

convergent or shared.  
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Loop L1 

 In position 40, bilaterians had an asparagine and NvSmad2/3 had a serine. Both of these 

amino acids are active and common in functional sites, but their conservation is unknown. The 

larger alignment showed that asparagine was the consensus for Eumetazoa, and Nematostella 

was divergent. Trichoplax and Amphimedon contained threonine and serine in this position, 

respectively. 

 Position 56 is the last residue of the L1 loop and showed some potentially interesting 

variation. The vertebrate orthologs had an alanine in this position, dSmad2 had a glutamate, and 

NvSmad2/3 had a proline. These three amino acids have very different chemical properties from 

one another and do not represent conserved substitutions. The larger alignment reveals that 

alanine is the consensus for gnathostomes and there is no consensus outside of this group.  

 

!-Helix H1 

 Positions 57 and 58 added neighboring variation to the substitutions seen in position 56. 

All four of the orthologs contained different amino acids in position 57, alanine in XSmad3, 

glutamine in XSmad3, valine in dSmad2, and proline in NvSmad2/3. All of these residues have 

very different chemical properties and would likely not be conserved substitutions. It is also of 

interest to note that this is the second proline in a row for NvSmad2/3. Proline produces kinks in 

!-helices due to it stiff and unusual conformation [33], thus NvSmad2/3 may take on a slightly 

different shape than the other orthologs in this region. The larger alignment showed a consensus 

of alanine in Smad3, threonine in Smad2, and valine in Arthropoda, but there was no consensus 

at deeper nodes outside of these groups.  

 Position 58 contained a valine in bilaterians and an isoleucine in NvSmad2/3. These two 

residues have very similar chemical properties [33], and their substitution would probably be 

fairly conserved. The larger alignment confirmed the frequent substitution of these amino acids 

at this position in Metazoa. The metazoan consensus appeared to be isoleucine, but the consensus 

at Bilateria was indeterminate. Valine was common to both vertebrates and ecdysozoans, but it 

was unknown whether that represents a convergence or not. 
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 This helix contained one more variant position, position 63, which was an arginine in 

bilaterians and a lysine in NvSmad2/3. Lysine has similar chemical properties as arginine and 

can substitute for it, but lysine can be a site of many types of post-translational modification 

(discussed previously), making this substitution non-trivial. The larger alignment revealed that 

the bilaterians in our study had arginine in this position without exception. There was no 

consensus outside of Bilateria, and lysine appeared to be common within Coelenterata (the clade 

that unites ctenophores and cnidarians).   

  

! Strand B2 

Only a few residues away from the variant lysine in NvSmad2/3 position 63 was another 

variant lysine at position 67. As opposed to position 63, dSmad2 also contained a lysine, while 

the vertebrate orthologs contained an arginine. This time, the larger alignment showed that the 

lysine was the consensus residue at this position in Eumetazoa, and there was a change at 

Vertebrata for the arginine (which is shared by all vertebrates in our alignment). It seems that not 

all lysines are targeted equally for modification [42, 44], but it is possible that this shift from 

lysine to arginine removed a potential site of post-translational modification from the vertebrate 

Smad2/3 progenitor. 

 

Region between ! Strands B6 and B7 

 There are only four amino acids between these ! strands, and two of them show variation 

in the gnathostome orthologs. XSmad3 was distinct in position 86, where it had an asparagine 

and the others had a serine. Both residues are polar, uncharged, and hydrophilic [33], but their 

conservation at this position is unknown. Of the 33 taxa in the larger alignment, only XSmad3 

and Lottia gigantica (a mollusk) did not have serine in this position (both had asparagine).  

Both XSmad2 and XSmad3 were variant in the neighboring position, 87, containing 

alanine while dSmad2 and NvSmad2/3 had serine. Serine is similar to alanine in that it is small, 

but otherwise their chemical properties seem prohibitive of a conserved substitution. Despite 

that, these two residues are commonly substituted on the larger alignment (much like the case in 

position 11). Serine is the metazoan consensus. The bilaterian consensus cannot be determined 
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without more detailed analysis, but there is a shift within deuterostomes from serine to alanine in 

vertebrates (which all share the alanine). 

 

 !-Helix H2 

 Bilaterians had a glycine at position 100, whereas NvSmad2/3 had asparagine. Glycine is 

unique in its flexibility, and the result of glycine substitution with other residues can be very 

context-dependent [33]. The larger alignment showed that glycine was the consensus at this 

position in all metazoans. Only four taxa out of 33, including Nematostella, varied at this 

position (asparagine was the most common variant). 

 

!-Helix H3 

 Position 125 showed an alanine in bilaterians and a glutamine in NvSmad2/3. These 

residues are not conserved in their chemical properties. The larger alignment indicated that 

alanine was the consensus amino acid for this position in Bilateria. Groups outside of Bilateria 

contained alanine, glutamine, or asparagine.  

 Not far away at position 128, the vertebrate orthologs contained an alanine, while 

dSmad2 and NvSmad2/3 had a serine. These two amino acids were the dominant residues at this 

position in the larger alignment, but unlike positions 11 and 87, they did not substitute randomly. 

Serine was the consensus for Eumetazoa, and was nearly invariant in these taxa except for a shift 

to alanine at Vertebrata (which is shared by all members of the clade).  

 Nearby position 132 also showed some variation, although not as striking. dSmad2 

contained a serine, whereas all other orthologs had an asparagine. Both of these amino acids are 

polar and uncharged, but their chemical conservation at this position cannot be confirmed. The 

larger alignment confirmed that asparagine is the consensus for eumetazoans, and the shift to 

serine happened in Arthropoda (and was retained by all members of the clade that appeared in 

our alignment).   
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!-Helix H4 

 Position 140 contained a glutamine in bilaterians and an alanine in NvSmad2/3. 

Glutamine is very reactive and frequently found in active sites on the protein surface, whereas 

alanine in very nonreactive and indifferent about its position [33]. The larger alignment showed 

that the alanine in NvSmad2/3 is a rare exception, as glutamine was the consensus within 

Metazoa. 

 

!-Helix H5 

 All of the orthologs in our exclusive alignment had different amino acids in position 194, 

however they were all quite similar, hydrophobic residues. XSmad2 contained isoleucine, 

XSmad3 contained valine, dSmad2 contained leucine, and NvSmad2/3 contained alanine. The 

larger alignment showed that isoleucine was the consensus for XSmad3, valine was the 

consensus for deuterostomes (except Smad3), leucine was the consensus for protostomes, and the 

alanine of NvSmad2/3 was unique (there was not consensus outside of Bilateria).  

 Neighboring position 195 also showed some vertebrate-specific variation. XSmad2 and 

XSmad3 both had arginine in this position, while dSmad2 and NvSmad2/3 had proline. Proline 

does not substitute well, given its conformation and tendency to creates turns on the protein 

surface [33]. The larger alignment showed that proline was the consensus, and almost invariant, 

within Eumetazoa. The shift to arginine happened at Vertebrata and is maintained in all 

vertebrate taxa in our alignment. 

 

 

IIC. MH2 Discussion and Future Directions 

The functional regions of the MH2 domain were strikingly conserved. This included 

residues integral to receptor specificity, cytoplasmic anchoring, Smad trimerization, nuclear 

import and export via the nuclear pore complex, binding to co-factor FAST-1, binding to the 

SIM on target gene promoters, binding sites for co-repressors Ski and SnoN, and the four lysines 

that serve as points of post-translational modification. Interestingly, the MH2 of NvSmad2/3 

contained two more lysines than its vertebrate counterparts, which could target it for greater 
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modification when overexpressed in the vertebrate embryo. The Smad-Smad interface points 

were mostly conserved except for one point that was lost independently in both XSmad3 and 

dSmad2. The hydrophobic pocket that further stabilizes Smad oligomers showed an extra 

hydrophobic residue in chordates. Interestingly, we found that the sites targeted for modification 

by CKI!2 were exclusive to vertebrate Smad2/3 orthologs. 

MH2 functional regions were largely conserved, but regions of variation were found 

outside of these. Loop L1 and "-helix H1 both showed variation, including a few positions 

occupied by prolines in NvSmad2/3 that might change the shape of surrounding structures. The 

MH2 showed many curious examples of non-reactive alanine appearing in some or all vertebrate 

taxa in positions where other metazoans had more reactive residues. Exactly what effects this 

might have on protein function is unknown at this time. The MH2 domain also showed 

additional instances of dSmad2 differing form its closer relative and converging with its 

vertebrate counterparts. 

Despite being so highly conserved, the MH2 domain of XSmad2 had an effect on the 

signaling of NvSmad2 in our previous experiment, underscoring the need for further 

experimentation. After inspecting the crystal structure of a trimer of MH2 molecules (from [10], 

via NCBI Structure Summary Molecular Modeling Database, MMDB ID 70935) and mapping 

the variation we noted in the sections above, we suggest several positions on which to focus 

mutagenesis experiments.  

A. Position 2. This position showed a lot of variation in the 33 taxon alignment, yet it is a 

potentially influential position being that the residue at this position abuts the hydrogen bond 

networks holding two adjacent Smads to one another. The serine, histidine, and threonine of 

XSmad2, dSmad2, and NvSmad2 (respectively) all have the potential to form hydrogen bonds 

with this network, but the cysteine of XSmad3 would not. Changing the serine to a cysteine in 

XSmad2 would reveal what structural or function differences XSmad3 experiences.   

B. Position 5. This position is near the hydrogen bond network above. XSmad2, XSmad3, 

and dSmad2 all have non-reactive alanine there, but NvSmad2/3 has threonine at this position, 

which could form hydrogen bonds if it were close enough. Mutagenizing it to alanine would 

clarify exactly what role the threonine is playing. 
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C. Positions 64 and 68 in NvSmad2/3. Unlike XSmad2 and XSmad3, these two positions 

were lysines in NvSmad2/3, which could be targets of post-translational modification that effect 

the activity of the Smad. The crystal structure of the MH1 revealed that these positions are both 

toward the inside of the molecule, but we suggest mutagenesis experiments to change the lysines 

to arginine and test for a difference in NvSmad2/3 activity. Likewise, the lysines could be added 

the XSmad2 and then tested for an effect on activity. 

D. Positions 56, 57, and 58. These positions are the beginning of helix H1, which bears a 

hydrophobic pocket that is important for trimerization. Position 56 especially would be 

interesting, being that the bilaterian orthologs all have a small, non-reactive alanine while 

NvSmad2/3 has a proline. Mutagenizing this proline to alanine would illuminate structural or 

functional significance. 

E. Positions 100, 125, 128, and 132. These positions are on helices on the outside of the 

MH2, away from the trimerization regions. They may be exposed to the cytoplasm and potential 

sites for yet-unreported protein interactions. NvSmad2/3 shows some very reactive amino acids 

in this region, and it would be interesting to mutagenized them to a non-reactive alanine. It 

would also be instructive to change these positions in XSmad2 or XSmad3 to match those of 

NvSmad2/3. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

We thoroughly analyzed multiple sequence alignments of about 30 metazoan taxa in 

search of amino acid variation within and outside of known functional regions of Smad MH1 and 

MH2 domains. Our aim was to identify potential targets for future mutagenic experiments that 

would test the effect of amino acid differences on Smad signaling ability. These results highlight 

amino acid sequence variation present in known functional regions in the Smad MAD homology 

domains and provide insight into variation in regions of yet unknown function. In our previous 

experiments, XSmad2, XSmad2, dSmad2, and NvSmad2/3 could all induce downstream gene 
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responses in Xenopus embryos, yet they each showed very different patterns in regards to which 

genes responded. We concluded that activity differences would be caused by subtle variation in 

their protein sequences. We also concluded that the cnidarian Smad may not be able to engage 

the native Xenopus co-factors at full efficiency, which is why we were especially interested to 

note the binding site for an important Smad2/3 co-factor, FAST-1, was present in NvSmad2/3.  

Our results suggest that the evolution of the TGF! pathway in different metazoan 

lineages has been subtle, especially concerning the Smads. It is likely that the regulation of Smad 

activity has diverged in animal lineages, rather than the Smads themselves. This will require 

broad, yet fine-scale investigation to understand. There are many co-factors that contribute to 

Smad transcriptional complexes, the binding sites for most of which are unknown. As for 

Smad2/3 proteins, here we have elucidated several amino acids positions in the MH1 and MH2 

domains that warrant further experimentation to determine what potential effect they have on the 

structure and function Smad proteins and their interactions with other TGF! pathway members.  
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Taxon Gene Source Number 

Homo sapiens (human) Smad2 
Smad3 

NCBI 
NCBI 

AAC39657.1 
AAL68976.1 

Ornithorhynchus anatinus 
(platypus) 

Smad2 
Smad3 

NCBI 
NCBI 

XP_001505255.1 
XP_001516183.1 

Taeniopygia guttata (finch) Smad2 
Smad3 

NCBI 
Ensembl 

XP_002194017.1 
ENSTGUP00000009779 

Gallus gallus (chicken) Smad2 
Smad3 

NCBI 
NCBI 

NP_989892.1 
NP_989806.1 

Anolis carolinensis (lizard) Smad2 
Smad3 

NCBI 
Ensembl 

XP_003216221.1 
ENSACAP00000009794 

Xenopus laevis (frog) Smad2 
Smad3 

NCBI 
NCBI 

AAB39329.1 
NP_001079320 

Danio rerio (zebrafish) Smad2 
Smad3a 
Smad3b 

NCBI 
NCBI 
NCBI 

NP_571441.2 
NP_571646.1 
AAN08604.1 

Petromyzon marinus (lamprey) Smad2/3 genome. 
UCSC.edu 

Contig 679 

Ciona intestinalis (vase 
tunicate) 

Smad2/3b NCBI BAE06692.1 

Halocynthia roretzi  
(sea pineapple, tunicate) 

Smad2/3 NCBI BAB87720.1 

Branchiostoma floridae 
 (Amphioxus,cephalochordate)  

Smad2/3 NCBI XP_002608052.1 

Saccoglossus kowalevskii  
(acorn worm, hemichordate) 

Smad2/3 NCBI NP_001161658.1 

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus  
(sea urchin, echinoderm) 

Smad2/3 NCBI BAF45857.1 

TABLE 2—1. Deuterostome taxa and their protein sequence sources  
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Taxon! Gene! Source! Number!

Schistosoma masoni 
(Platyhelminthes)!

Smad2/3! NCBI! AAG35266.1!

Schmidtea 
mediterranea 
(Platyhelminthes)!

Smad2/3! Schmidtea med. Genome 
Database !
smedgd.neuro.utah.edu!

mk4.000512.03.01!

Capitella telata 
(polychaete, annelid)!

Smad2/3! JGI! Scaffold 156!

Lottia gigantea 
(limpet, mollusk)!

Smad2/3! JGI! Scaffold 26!

Drosophila 
melanogaster 
(dipteran, arthropod)!

Smad2/3! NCBI! NP_511079!

Anopheles gambiae 
(arthropod)!

Smad2/3! NCBI! AAT07306.1!

Tribolium castaneum 
(coleoptera, 
arthropod)!

Smad2/3! beetlebase.org! AAJJ01000172!

Apis mellifera 
(hymenoptera, 
arthropod)!

Smad2/3! BeeBase!
hymenopteragenome.org!

GL630339.1!

Daphnia pulex 
(branchiopod, 
arthropod)!

Smad2/3! NCBI! EFX84472.1!

Trichinella spiralis 
(roundworm, 
nematode)!

Smad2/3! NCBI! AEU11046.1!

Mnemiopsis leidyi 
(comb jelly, 
ctenophore)!

Smad2/3! NCBI! AEP16395.1!

Nematostella 
vectensis (starlet sea 
anemone, cnidaria)!

Smad2/3! NCBI! XP_001631657!

Trichoplax adherens 
(placozoan)!

Smad2/3! Huminiecki et al. 2009.!

Amphimedon 
queenslandica  
(demosponge, 
porifera)!

Smad2/3! Huminiecki et al. 2009. 
BMC Evolutionary Biology 
vol 9:28 doi:
10.1186/1471-2148-9-28!

TABLE 2— 2. Non-deuterostome taxa and the sources of their protein sequences   
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FIGURE 2—1. Example of the ‘Trace Character History’ function 
in Mesquite 2.75, examining position 61 in the MH2 analysis.  

Amino acids are coded by color (right). 
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FIGURE 2—1.  
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FIGURE 2—2. The effect of taxon sampling on recreating the 
evolutionary history of a trait.  

Scenarios I-IV have the same character states for taxa A-D, but 
additional taxa change the interpretations of nodes 2 and 3. 
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FIGURE 2—3. Phylogenetic tree of taxa used for the MH1 
analysis.   

See text for references used to build the tree. 
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FIGURE 2—3. . Phylogenetic tree of taxa used for the MH1 analysis.   
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Figure 2—4. Phylogenetic tree of taxa used for the MH2 analysis.  
See text for references used to build the tree. 
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FIGURE 2—4. Phylogenetic tree of taxa used for the MH2 analysis.  
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Appendix 1. Table of Amino Acid Abbreviations and Chemical Properties 

 Name General Properties 

G Glycine Non-polar, so small that it is barely hydrophobic, unique in its conformational 
flexibility, can play distinct functional roles 

A Alanine Non-polar, small, barely hydrophobic, very non-reactive 

V Valine Non-polar, hydrophobic, non-reactive, branched in a way that favors ! strands 
over " helices 

L Leucine Non-polar, hydrophobic, very non-reactive, favors " helices to ! strands 

I Isoleucine Non-polar, hydrophobic, non-reactive, branched in a way that favors ! strands 
over " helices 

M Methionine Non-polar, hydrophobic, fairly non-reactive 

C Cysteine 
Non-polar, hydrophobic, can bind metals, uncommonly found on the outside 
of a protein, its role is very context dependant, making substitutions difficult 
to interpret 

P Proline 
Non-polar, non-reactive, hydrophobic but often found on the outside of a 
protein, does not substitute well with other amino acids due to its unique 
shape that produces kinks or bends in the protein 

F Phenylalanine Hydrophobic, aromatic (contains a 6-carbon ring), fairly non-reactive, can be 
replaced by other aromatic amino acids 

W Tryptophan Aromatic but the carbon ring contains a nitrogen, giving it unique chemistry 
and complicating substitutions  

Y Tyrosine 
Partially hydrophobic, uncharged, aromatic but the carbon ring contains a 
very reactive carboxyl group which makes it very reactive, can be a site of 
phosphorylation 

S Serine 
Small (common at tight turns), polar, hydrophilic, uncharged, fairly 
indifferent about its position, reactive, can be a site of phosphorylation, 
substitutes well with threonine (T) 

T Threonine Polar, hydrophilic, uncharged, indifferent about its position, reactive, can be a 
site of phosphorylation, substitutes well with serine (S) 

D Aspartate 
Polar, hydrophilic, negatively charged, acidic, favors positions on the surface, 
can be involved in salt bridges with other negatively charged residues, often 
found at active sites, can be found in tight turns, substitutes well with 
glutamate (E) or asparagine (N) 

E Glutamate 
Polar, hydrophilic, negatively charged, acidic, favors positions on the surface, 
often found at active sites, can be found in tight turns, substitutes well with 
aspartate (D) or glutamine (Q) 
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!

 
N 

 
Asparagine 

 
Polar, uncharged, hydrophilic, frequently found in surface active sites, 
substitutes well with aspartate (D) in most contexts 

Q Glutamine Polar, uncharged, hydrophilic, frequently found in surface active sites, 
substitutes well with glutamine (E) in most contexts 

K Lysine 
Polar, positively charged, very hydrophilic except for a small hydrophobic 
side chain, can be involved in salt bridges, highly reactive, commonly found 
on the protein surface, a common site for post translational modification, can 
be substituted with arginine (R) in some contexts 

R Arginine 
Polar, positively charged, very hydrophilic, quite long in shape, can be 
involved in salt bridges, can form multiple hydrogen bonds (and difficult to 
substitute in this context), commonly found in surface active sites, can be 
substituted by lysine (K) in some contexts  

H Histidine 
Polar, positively charged, very hydrophilic, has very unique chemical 
properties (can change its charge to neutral) that do not allow for easy 
substitution with other amino acids, very common in surface functional areas 


